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Two are killed
in shootings
By John G. Frizzera
police reporter

A JMU alumnus and a Harrisonburg resident were
shot and killed during a domestic dispute Jan. 25.
Lori A. Sommer, a 26-year-old JMU graduate,
reportedly was killed by Berkeley Trevor Evans, 37,
in Sommcr's apartment at 90 Broad Street.
Brian McLean, 32, of Harrisonburg, was also in the
apartment and reportedly was shot and wounded by
Evans.
According to the Jan. 27 edition of the Daily
News-Record, Evans allegedly shot out the lock of
the apartment building's main door before breaking
down the door to Sommcr's apartment.
Evans allegedly shot McLean twice in the upper
body with a shotgun, and Sommer called 911.
Evans then allegedly shot and killed Sommer.
Police responded to the 911 call and observed Evans
leaving the scene. They pursued him for several
blocks, to the corner of Franklin and Monticello
streets.
Evans then apparently shot himself. Police were
not able to question him before he died.
McLean was transported to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital at about 11:30 p.m. Thursday, where he was
listed in satisfactory condition Sunday afternoon.
Evans and Sommer apparently had maintained a
relationship in the past. McLean was a friend of
Sommer.
Police called the shooting a domestic dispute.
Sommer graduated from JMU in 1986 with a living
sciences major.

Enrollment at UVa
to stay steady now,
rise again in 1997
By Christy Mumford "
staff writer

.

The University of Virginia is planning an
enrollment freeze for now and an enrollment surge at
the end of the century.
UVa's Board of Visitors approved a plan Friday that
calls for no planned increases in undergraduate
enrollment until the academic year 1997-98.
In 1997, UVa will begin to increase the number of
undergraduate acceptances — enrollment will
eventually reach about 12,650 students.
Current enrollment is 11,200.
According to Louise Dudley, director of UVa's
University News Office, the plan specifies that the
See ENROLLMENT page 2>
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TraimA-Champ becomes
more than class project
By Christie Bilbrey
staff writer

Directors of Train-A-Champ, a physical training
program for mentally retarded students, simply ask
two requirements of members — promptness and
reliability.
"The kids get used to you and are really excited
that you're coming. You can't let them down by
not showing up," says director Christine Balint, a
junior pathology major. "You need to be sensitive
but not sympathetic to their needs."
Director Kevin Craig, a senior special education
major adds, "These kids have the same sense of
pride that everyone else docs."
Train-A-Champ, sponsored by the Special
Olympics, was established almost 10 years ago at
JMU when a need for in-school physical training
for mentally retarded students became evident. Area
counties' mentally retarded programs primarily were
targeted toward adults. A program for younger
children was needed
Most JMU students who get involved in
Train-A-Champ do so because they need volunteer
hours for their Special Education 200 class.
Shortly after getting involved in the program,
however, most students no longer sec their time
spent with the program as a requirement, but
instead as a rewarding experience.
Train-A-Champ, a non-profit organization
affiliated with the Youth Association for Retarded
Citizens (YARC), a campus organization, does not
limit its membership to special education majors.
It has more than 100 members from a variety of
departments, including business and
communication.
Many of these JMU volunteers go into one of 10
special education classrooms in Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County once or twice a week to work
with the teachers, providing a physical exercise
program geared toward the students' needs and
abilities.
These volunteers also attempt to highlight the
basic skills needed for the sport currently in season.
While Train-A-Champ is affiliated with Special
Olympics, none of the retarded students involved in
the program are being trained solely for the purpose
of participating in the games. Members of
Train-A-Champ are encouraged to promote an
awareness of Special Olympics in the schools and,
if nothing else, simply encourage social interaction
skills.
Although developing a program is sometimes
difficult due to the students' limitations, the results

arc extremely rewarding. "These people have to
work much harder to get along with things we take
for granted," says Derek Carbonncau, a freshman.
Craig says, "While they do have certain mental as
well as physical limitations, these students can do a
lot more than people think."
Lisa Milliken, the special education teacher at
Turner Ashby High School, sees the
Train-A-Champ program as extremely beneficial.

Photo courtesy ol Kevin Craig

Judy Rutz, a Special Olympian from
Strasburg, trained with Kevin Craig, a
director of JMU's Traln-A-Champ program.
JMU students lead her physical education period
each week with a planned fitness training activity.
"My students love it," Milliken says. "They see
my face every day and the JMU students are new
friends for them."
Some student volunteers also work at the
OP-Shop, a sheltered workshop for mentally
retarded adults.
Carbonncau ended up working in the OP-Shop.
"It was really strange at first because I was
planning to work with children, and now I'm
working with people from 15 to 30 years old," he
says. "It feels good because they look forward to us
coming."
Children in the Train-A-Champ program and
retarded adults working in the OP-Shop who decide
to participate in the Special Olympic games are
referred to evening practices, which are divided by
age group and skill ability.
See CHAMP page 2 >
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Champ
>■ (Continued from page 1)
This region designated as Area 4 by
Special Olympics, has several sports
in which' the retarded individual may
participate — skiing, basketball,
volleyball, bowling, swimming, track
and Held, and softball.
Retarded individuals begin
participating at the local games, giving
them a chance to compete against
others in the region before going on to
the area games. Area 4 consists of
Rockingham, Page and Shenandoah
counties.
If they win in the area games, the
athletes go to state games and then to
international Special Olympic games.
The international games are held every
two years, alternating between the
summer and winter games.
Any expenses involved in
participating in the games are paid for
by Special Olympics. If the athlete
goes to the stale or international
games, transportation is provided by
Area 4.

V

.**.

At each of these games, competition,
team dynamics and social interaction
are stressed. Another important factor
is that every athlete have fun. AH of
these contribute to the Special
Olympics oath — "Let me win, but if
I cannot win, let me be brave in the
attempt."
Craig believes this oath not only
applies to the athletes but to the
volunteers as well. "It always feels so
good to help," Craig says. "The kids
really care that we come out each week
to work with them."
Volunteers still are needed for the
in-school Train-A-Champ program this
year. Volunteers also are needed to help
with swimming practice each Monday
night at Bridgewater College from 7 to
8 p.m.
Craig and Balint encourage people to
call and find out more about the
program. "Every type of person is
good at it. A person who cares is all it
takes," says Melissa Wiesman, a past
Train-A-Champ volunteer.

Get involved
with someone special.
To find out how you can help
Train-A-Champ,
call Kevin Craig
at x5501 or
Christine Balint
at 433-3356.

Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE

Young fan
Ashley Palmer, 14 months, gets special attention from JMU's
Duke Dog.

Enrollment
> (Continued from page 1)
growth will be gradual and will continue until the
academic year 2004-2005.
The decision follows student protest of growth at
UVa on Wednesday, when about 500 students stood
outside a Board of Visitors meeting and loudly
protested any growth in enrollment. The protesters
said the campus was already overcrowed.
The student council at UVa then asked the Board of
Visitors to delay its decision on the new enrollment
plan in order to study the proposal further, but the
request was not considered. The final decision was
made Friday as scheduled.
—■!

The plan is based on recent demographics that show
that the number of graduating high school seniors in
Virginia will decrease slightly until the end of the
decade. Then the number will rise.
To prepare for the end-of-the-decade jump, UVa will
use the next seven years to build additional
dormitories, hire more faculty, provide more
classroom space and create more parking spaces,
Dudley said.
Between 1997 and 2005, enrollment will expand to
a maximum of 1,000 additional students in the
College of Arts and Sciences, 400 in the College of
Engineering, and 50-75 in the College of Nursing.

Most of the students accepted in the surge at the end
of the decade will be in-state, Dudley said, but the
situation will be monitored to "make sure the size of
the university will not affect its diversity or quality."
The board decided that growth in the graduate
program would have to be considered further before
any specific plan is instituted.
Alan Cerveny, JMU's director of admissions, said
UVa's plans probably won't affect JMU's admissions
policy.
"Whether or not they decide to limit enrollment
will have no effect on us," Cerveny said.
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NEWS
Virginia licenses becoming harder to fake
By Paulene Pakldls
staff writer
__
Virginia drivers' licenses issued after
Jan. 1 were designed to be more
difficult to alter.
In an attempt to reduce tampering of
licenses, the Virginia Division of
Motor Vehicles created new, one-part
licenses with holograms that are harder
to duplicate than the older, two-part
licenses.
"It will be almost impossible to
produce fake IDs with the help of
expired licenses," said Jeanne
Chenault, spokeswoman for the
Division of Motor Vehicles in
Richmond.
The new license is one piece. The
user's photograph and personal
information are on the front
A hologram of the DMV logo is to
the right of the user's photograph. The
back of the license lists organ donor
information.
The license is heat-sealed in plastic,
so that if the document is ever
separated, it will fall apart.
For several years, state legislators
have tried to require commercial drivers
to use a one-part license.
t
"The DMV felt that this new license
would suffice for all types of drivers."
Chenault said. "This is the first major
change to occur in 20 years."

The renewal process has not changed
— drivers simply receive the new
licenses after their current license
expires. The renewal period will stay at
five years, and the renewal fee will stay
at $12.

Fighting fake IDs
The DMV hopes that this will reduce
charges of manufacturing and using
fake IDs.
Manufacturing
fake IDs is a
misdemeanor that
can bring fines of
up to $1,000,
sentences of up to
a year in jail, or
both. Displaying
or owning a fake
ID — or letting
someone else use
your own ID —
can bring fines of
up to $500,
sentences of up to six months in jail,
or both.
"Students better think twice before
they decide to manufacture or alter a
current license," said Jim Lancaster,
assistant chief investigator for the
DMV in Richmond. "Authorities are
checking ABC stores and nightclubs
much more closely these days."
And the crackdown is catching the

students who manufacture or use fake
IDs. In Norfolk, the arrest of an
underage person who purchased alcohol
with a fake ID led to the arrest of two
Old Dominion University students
who were manufacturing and selling
fake IDs.
Alicia L. Neira, a 19-year-old ODU
sophomore, and Theodore J. Madsen, a
20-year-old ODU junior, each are
charged with one
count of illegal
manufacturing and
producing
false
identifications.
Madsen produced
Part A of the
drivers' licenses —
the green information section —
while Neira changed
the date of birth on
the other side.
They charged $75
for a fake ID.
After the arrests, Norfolk police
asked that anyone who had bought an
ID from Madsen and Neira to turn
themselves in. If they do so. they will
not be charged.
Lancaster said at least 40 false
drivers' licenses have been returned so
far under this amnesty program.
JMU

students buy them too

At JMU, campus police and the

United States Secret Service exposed a
sophisticated fake ID ring in October.
Police estimate that 50 JMU
students bought IDs from "Status Card
USA," a two-man organization that
allegedly manufactured fake "federal
DMV" ID cards and fake social security
cards.
The suspects, Daniel A. Darling, 60,
of Rehoboth Beach, Del., and Kent
Girard Lydic, 20, of Fairfax, also
might have sold fake IDs at Norfolk
State University, Old Dominion
University and Virginia Tech.
Stories of making and owning fake
IDs are common.
One JMU freshman said he made
over 40 false IDs with his computer.
The student simply changed the 1971
date-of-birih on Part A of the licenses
to 1967.
Another JMU student said he was
charged with possession of a false ID
in an ABC store in Maryland — he
handed his fake ID to the cashier, who
then handed it to an undercover
policeman.
"Alcohol is purchased for
convenience," said one JMU student
who asked that his name not be used.
"If you happen to be out one night and
need to either get into a club or just
purchase alcohol, the license is right
there."

IFC battles underage drinking on Greek Row
By Klran Krtshnamurthy
?Wf writer
It's becoming increasingly harder to get a beer on
the Row.
JMU's Interfratemity Council is initiating a
revised alcohol policy that will adhere to Virginia
laws and promote responsible drinking while trying
not to drastically change the atmosphere on Greek
Row, IFCs vice president said.
Sean Tobin said the new policies, which will
affect all on-campus and off-campus fraternities
recognized by the university, will "tighten parties
and allow fraternities to manage them more
effectively."
The new DFC rules require all party guests to
present a JMU ID at the door and show either a
ticket invitation or have their name on the door list
If out-of-town guests wish to enter a party,
arrangements must be made in advance with the
fraternity, Tobin said.
All guests must be stamped either as underage or
of legal age before entering a party on the Row.
Anyone who does not show a legal stamp will not
be served alcohol.
But fraternity members in their own houses do not
have to present a stamp because the houses are
"thought of as the brothers' own private place to

hang out," Tobin said.
IFC also is considering banning liquor from ticket
and list parties and allowing it to be served at closed
parties only, he said. Closed parties usually involve
only fraternities and sororities, and are not open to
other students.
Michael Way, assistant to the associate vice
president for student services, said underage drinking

"We're creating a strict
policy that is going to be
enforced. No exceptions."
— Sean Tobin
by fraternity members does not present a big
problem because most of the members are at least
21.
"But the law makes no distinction between
fraternity brothers and others," Way said. "If a
brother is a minor and is caught drinking, he will be
charged wjth the offense."
The afcohol policy also requires that three sober

■aa

fraternity members assume responsibility for
enforcing the rules during parties. Two student
assistant Greek coordinators will visit fraternity
parties nightly to ensure the rules are upheld.
IFC will review the policy each semester to check
its effectiveness and make needed changes, Tobin
said.
The policies do not affect JMU sororities because
the National Panhellenic Council unanimously
approved a "no alcohol at parties" policy for member
sororities. Way said.
The IFC Judicial Review Board will deal with
fraternities that violate the rules within a week of
the offense. Possible penalties include probation,
community service, and suspension or restriction of
parties.
The probation period, which varies from two to
eight weeks, serves as a warning to a fraternity.
Suspension of parties prohibits a fraternity from
having parties, while restriction allows a fraternity
to have one party each week.
In some cases, a fraternity that violates the rules
would be forced to serve all four penalties.
"We're creating a strict policy that is going to be
enforced. No exceptions," Tobin said. "If you don't
go by the book, then you'll be punished. I think all

See IFC page 7 >
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Prep Plus
For the MGAT:
The Best

Surviving the loss
Healing the heartbreak
Issues of grief, vulnerability and anxiety
Warren University Union ■ Valley Room
Wednesday,January31, 3-5p.m.
Presented by Counseling and Student Development
Center, Bob Baker from Campus Police and Dr. Cecil
Bradfield

All Student! Invitee

No one can guarantee your acceptance to medical school.
But we can guarantee that you'll score your highest on the
MCAT. Our unique Test Your Best™ guarantee is your
insurance policy If you're not completely satisfied with
your MCAT score, we'll let you repeat the entire course. . at
no charge1
We offer expert live instruction, innovative home study
materials, unlimited review in our TEST-N-TAPE* labs and
lots of personal attention. That's why Stanley H. Kaplan has
prepared more test takers, and produced more top MCAT
scores, than everyone else combined!

mix

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Sm Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
Enroll now for February classes
804/979-3001
Charlottesville

_/

For oiher locations call 800-KAP-TEST

LAST CHANCE!

£
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171 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703)432-6333
Schedule for January 29 through Februrt

VE GOT TO
CALL TODAY!
Z DON'T h/AMT
70 BESTIKKIN
MtlSOKtUft&l

Tuesday

Every Monday
OPEN
STAGE
with

SCOTT
MURRAY

Night
Wednesday

Thursday

Q33E1
Delta Blues
Friday

Progressive Rock

DAYT0NA BEACH
fron, *1 29
SOUTH PADRE ISLAM fron,*129'
STEAMBOAT
FORT LAUDERDALE
from
HILT0H HEAD ISLAND from *127
CORPUS CHRISTII
MUSTANG ISLAND
DON'T WAIT TIL ITS TOO LATE
_

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY

1-800-321-5911

'Depending on break dates and length of stay
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AIDS Awareness: learning about a silent killer
By Kristin Fulcher
staH writer

Some students will graduate without even knowing
they have it, spreading the disease silenUy and not
showing any symptoms until it is too late.
It is AIDS, "an invisible disease on college
campuses," JMU's health and wellness coordinator
said.
Marsha Mays, who works with the JMU Health
Center, is one of the people behind AIDS Awareness
Week, an attempt to draw students' attention to the
disease.
"AIDS is still a reality," she said. "It's not just in
the '80s. We want to continue to educate, raise
awareness and save lives."
AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syndrome, is
caused by the human immunodeficiency virus. HIV
damages the immune system, the body's defense
against infections.
AIDS is most often spread by sexual contact, ■
sharing of intravenous drug needles and blood
transfusions.
And because the disease has an incubation period of
8.7 years, it's sometimes difficult to tell who is a
carrier of the disease. So AIDS is a serious risk on
college campuses, even though students only live
near the campuses for four or five years.
A student could be a carrier and never realize it until
years after graduation.
"Since cases are increasing nationally, it is natural
that they are increasing on college campuses," Mays
said.
Dr. Vida Huber, head of the nursing department,
said people between the ages of 15 and 19 run the

The week's sponsors include the nursing
department, the health center, the Office of Residence
Life, the Valley AIDS Network and the Richmond
AIDS Network.
The week's events will begin today with Dr.
Richard Keeling, director of student health at the
University of Virginia, discussing "AIDS — The
Reality."

highest risk of contracting AIDS.
"Most students don't practice safe sex, and there is a
correlation to the number of students not practicing
safe sex and the increasing amount of alcohol use on
college campuses," Huber said.

I See more on AIDS and college students:
"People to People," page 14

He will speak at 7 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
Keeling is the National AIDS Network chairman
and chairman of the American College Health
Association Task Force on HIV Infection and AIDS.
On Tuesday night, there will be an interfaith prayer
service at 7:30 p.m. in the Massanutien Room of the
Warren Campus Center.
"An Early Frost", a movie about a victim of AIDS,
will be shown Tuesday and Wednesday nights in the

"The more one can understand, the more one will
have a better basis for practicing safe sex," she said.
The idea for an AIDS Awareness Week was initiated
by Janene Osborn, a senior nursing major.
Osborn said she wanted a "different educational
approach" and began planning a week of events aimed
at raising awareness with more of an educational
focus.
Although JMU has sponsored two AIDS awareness
days in the past, this is the first time an entire week
has been set aside for the events.

See AIDS page 7>

AIDS network identifies area victims
The network has received the Harrisonburg area's
first reports of AIDS cases.
Although the network is based in Harrisonburg,
it will coordinate with other areas in the
Shenandoah Valley to help prevent the spread of
AIDS.
Huber said, "There is a close connection to JMU.
The university provides support."
*
An anonymous testing center also has been
started at the health department in Harrisonburg.

Before the Valley AIDS Network began, area
AIDS sufferers were sometimes mislabeled, and
some died before they were properly diagnosed
So in June, 1989, the network began tracking
AIDS cases and providing support for area victims,
said Dr. Vida Huber, head of the JMU nursing
department and one of the network's coordinators.
. "The network provides support services for a
variety of people who suffer from HIV and acts to
educate people about AIDS," Huber said.

Madison Manor
We don't just offer
you sports arid activitiesWe have the equipment
you need to play with!
With a swimming pool,
weight room and tennis courtsWe'll keep you busy through
the spring and summer sessions

Relatively speaking,
ArtCarvedhas „
the best deal on gold
both men and women
What's more, your
AltCarvcd gold ring
is so superbly
crafted its protected
by a Full Lifetime
Warranty. Nowsthe
time to buy your
college ring. Ask how
you can save on gold
accessories, too.

SaveUpTo$80
on Gold Rings
It doesn't take an
Einstein to figure
out BOW'S the time
to buy your college
ring. Choose a^lng
from a company with a
real genius for designing the
hottest-looking styles for

With a fireplace and spectacular
view of the mountainsYou can stay busy all winter.

Madison Manor
2Ln Uncommon Student Community
434-6166 1022 Blue Ridge Dr.

/IRTC/IRVED
"

«..X

Date January 29th & 30th
Location phillips-north
Time 2z2

COLLEGE JEWELRV

Piivmenc Plan-* <\\ailahk I

Official Ring Company I
Class of 1990
Deposit Required
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The furnished beds are especially nice at The Commons, and almost
everyone appreciates their larger size and comfort

Unless you're 6' 10", you're going to
love the larger, more comfortable
beds that you can have in
youfrCommons Apartment.
You can rent fully-furnished, partly-furnished, or
move your own furniture
in. With four bedrooms,
patios and balconies, wallto-wall carpeting, a microwave oven, washer/dryer

■

■

and a cable TV hook-up, The Commons Apartments are going to be
rented fast.
Get off-campus this Fall.
Call The Commons at
432-0600.
/aw<_

869 Port Republic Road
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By Dana Patterson
court reporter

The following cases have been
heard in Rockingham County
General District Court
• Ben Andrew Sassier, charged
with
possesion
of
drug
paraphernalia and being drunk in
public in Godwin Hall on Nov. 28,
1989. was found guilty of being
drunk in public at a Dec. 7, 1989

hearing. He was ordered to pay $35
in fines and court costs.
The original charge, reported in
the Dec. 7, 1989 Policelog, was
dismissed.

The possession of marijuana
charge, reported in the Jan. 18
Policelog, was dropped.
Davis did not attend the hearing,
but was ordered to pay $125 in Fines
and court costs.

• Barry Listen Davis, charged with
possession of marijuana and driving
under the influence on Dec. 14.
1989, was found guilty of reckless
driving at a Jan. 4 hearing. He was
driving 85 mph in a 55 mph zone.

• Amy Lynn Schmidt, charged with
driving under the influence on Dec.
9,1989, was found guilty at a Jan. 8
hearing and was ordered to pay
$290 in fines and court costs.

She had a blood alcohol level of
.18.,
The charge was reported in the
Jan. 18 Policelog.
. •
• Christopher Downing, charged
with possession of a false
operator's license on Dec. 8,1989,
was found guilty at a Jan. 25
hearing and ordered to pay $140 in
fines and court costs.
The charge was reported in the
Jan. 18 Policelog.

AIDS

IFC

► (Continued from page 3)
it'll take will be a couple fraternities getting caught,
and then the rest will catch on."
Tobin said a major reason for the change is to
prove to the Fraternity Insurance Purchasing Group,'
the insurance agent of seven of the 10 fraternities
recognized by JMU's IFC, that fraternities can
handle alcohol responsibly.
Kappa Sigma. Sigma Chi and Alpha Chi Rho are
not insured by F1PG.
Way said the New Hampshire-based company
insures fraternities, which are among the
highest-risk groups, but requires them to adhere to
FIPG policies. These policies forbid fraternities to
hold sponsor nights at local clubs, forbid them to
have keg parties and forbid them to buy alcohol with
fraternity funds.
JMU's IFC has not passed the FIPG policies, but
they still are covered by the insurance. The

FJPG-insured fraternities at JMU want to continue
to hold keg parties and also would like to be allowed
to keep buying alcohol with fraternity funds, as they
do now, Tobin said.
Way said JMU's IFC is trying to follow the lead
of fraternities at the University of Richmond.
When kegs were banned at UR, the fraternities
instituted rules like the JMU IFC's revised policy,
Way said. As a result, FIPG allowed keg parties at
UR and permitted fraternities to buy kegs with
fraternity funds.
Despite the IFC's motive to please FIPG, Way
said the new policy is necessary and is "very
workable."
"Obviously the university wanted to see some
changes," he said. "The system that was in place
could not function because it did not have the proper
risk management controls and did not comply with
Virginia state laws."

> (Continued from page 5)
Nursing Lab in Wine-Price Hall.
On Thursday, The Richmond AIDS Information
Network will perform an original drama, "For Whom
Bells Toll," at 7:30 p.m. in the Highlands Room of
"the campus center.
The drama is a series of short vignettes portraying
the varying effects of AIDS on different individuals.
On Friday, The Valley AIDS Network will host an
open house and reception from 7 to 9 p.m. at
Wine-Price Hall.
An arts and crafts auction to benefit the Richmond
AIDS Information Network will be held Saturday in
the Phillips Center Ballroom from 6 to 8 p.m.
The articles to be sold at the auction were donated
by JMU faculty and students and local artists.
Last year, the JMU Student Nurses Association
held a similar auction in conjunction with AIDS
Awareness Day to benefit the network.

Delicious Savings
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•
•
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•

Pool
Clubhouse
Tennis Court
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Small Pets Allowed

• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• Fully Equipped Kitchen
• 1,2 & 3 Bedroom
Townhouses and Garden
Apartments

from
Domino's Pizza:
Two-pizza

DEVON LANE 434-22201

special
Present this coupon when you purchase
any large pizza and gel a regular pi/.'d
•nth the same number ol toppings lo>

Call Now!
433-2300
31 Miller Circle

433-3111
22 Terri Drive

Free 30 minute delivery
and 10 minute pick-up
service.
Delivery area limited
lo assure safe driving.
Our drivers cany IMS
lhan S20.00

just $3.99, piusuu
One coupon per order Not good with any
other orler
Expires 2/15/90

I
I

NOW... FOR A LIMITED TIME \
Get A 2-liter Bottle of
I Coca-Cola for just

490
with any Pizza Order. Limit
One Bottle Per Order. Not Good I
With Any Other Offer.
Expires: 2/15/90
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SPRING SEMESTER

Counseling and Student
Development Center
200 Alumnae Hall - x6552
The Counseling and Student Development
Center offers personal, study skills and
vocational counseling for individuals and
groups. Call x6552 for more information.
Intake hours available on a daily basis,
Monday - Thursday.
Groups Available:
•Adult Children of Alcoholics
'Eating Disorders Treatment Program
'Effective Study Skills and
Substance Abuse
•Career Decisions Program
'Adult Children of Divorced/
Separated Parents
'Women's Support/Growth Group
^<A.

If you re in college you're eligible for these great discounts on Twilight
Skjuig every Monday, from 12:30pm to 10pm, and Friday, from 12:30pm
to Upm. It doesn t matter whether you're full or part-time. Just show a valid
vali
student ID and hit Massanuttens two new slopes and ride the new
QuadChairlift.

SkiMassanutten •

10 Miles East Of Hanisonbuig, Viiginia On Route 33.
May not I* used wth any other speed rate or discount

MtC

Even if you're up to
your eyebrows in homework, you needn't carry
the world on your
shoulders.
Not with a Macintosh"
computer on your desk.
Think of an assign
ment that weighs heavily
on your mind right nowsay, a term paper. With
Macintosh, you can bring
instant order to the jumble
of notes, scribbles, quotes,
and excerpts that'll go
into your paper. You can
quickly draft an outline;
change the order of topics,
and jot down related ideas
at will.

,LookWhat
HseGoesDownWithTheSun
AtMassanutten.

s semester
xtraunit.

Then you .start to
write. You don't like the
way you phrased a para
graph? No problem—try
something new, without
erasing or retyping a word,
want to move the second
page of your first draft to
the tail end of your last
draft? It only takes
a few seconds.
With Macintosh,
you can also have
your paper

proofreading minute or ',
two. And you can illustrate
it with professional
looking drawings and
graphs, even if you don't
know a T-square from a
Tbird.
And here's the
clincher: You can learn to
do all of these things—all
of them—in less time than
you might spend studying

If vou dorit believe it,
stop by the location listed'
below and see Macintosh
for yourself. You'll wonder
how you ever carried a
semester without one.

i

The power to be your best.'"

for a Monday moming

For more information contact:

quiz. Starting Sunday.

JMU Bookstore
^arren Campus Center
H
568-6121

m

Available to fuU time students,
faculty A staff

tat—v. ' b"6*>

**» UKMacmtoi uir rraslml'MHI
<1*ntt<*mp«n I* nr/nmrrtilrwiit

S.9L

^SK^
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NEWS

Experts argue treatments for sex offenders
By Carol Bradley
and Diana L Tomb
Gannet News Service

r

Arthur Shawcross served 15 years for
raping and srfltfgling an 8-year-old
girl, only to launch a new odyssey of
terror after his release. Now he is
accused of killing 11 women, many of
them prostitutes, in Rochester, N.Y.
Society has long wrestled with how
to punish sex offenders. Many experts
still argue that no cure is in sight But
with reported offenses up more than 50
percent in the past decade — from
67,400 in 1980 to 106,300 in 1988 —
others insist there are ways to treat sex
offenders, even if results are mixed.
"Sex offenders are amenable to
treatment, usually by a combination of
techniques,'' said Dr. Reuben Lang,
consultant psychologist at Canada's
Alberta Hospital in Edmonton.
In the United States, communities
battle for answers.
Lawmakers^ Washington state,
frustrated over a recent series of
sex-related crimes, are calling for
violent offenders to be castrated.
Sex offenders in Tennessee are being
denied parole because therapists are
unwilling to certify, as required by
law, that an offender is unlikely to
repeat the crime.
In Oreensburg, Pa., this week, sex
offender Samuel Powell. 42..was
seaweed to 30 to 60 years in prison
— and the judge stipulated he will
have lo submit to chemical castration
with synthetic hormones to be eligible

for early release.
Some experts argue that, with no
guaranteed cure in sight, violent sex
offenders should not be set free.
"There's no known treatment for the
sexual, sadistic killer," said John
Cochran, Oregon's senior forensic
psychologist. "We have an obligation
to the rest of society ... to not let
them out."
But others say sex offenders can be
targeted, possibly even stopped.
Pioneering work by Dr. John
Money,'
director
of
the
Psychohormonal Research Unit at the
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine in
Baltimore, suggests children who
witness or are victims of abnormal
sexual behavior develop "paraphilias"
— sexual distortions — that later
surface.
Money and other researchers are
experimenting with progestins,
synthetic forms of the hormone
progesterone designed to block the
male sex hormone.
Dorothy Otnow Lewis, professor of
psychology at New York University
School of Medicine, contends would-be
sex offenders could be treated if
identified at very young ages.
Many such children "have had the
kind of accidents or injuries that impair
impulse control and judgment," she
said. Many also were reared by a
mentally ill parent and experienced
strong feelings of paranoia.
"Among kids coming through the
juvenile court system," she said, "you

can really distinguish those who in
likelihood will go on to commit
violent acts."
Vwrile, most sex-offender treatment
programs rely on more time-honored
techniques. At Alberta Hospital,
participants enroll in intensive therapy,
undergo lessons on controlling anger
and are trained in social skills.
Other clinics depend heavily on
Depo-Provera, a synthetic hormone
commonly used to induce "chemical
castration."
But Lang said part of the problem is
that treatment, regardless of form,
stands little chance unless offenders
acknowledge guilt. Many refuse to do
so.
Most violent sex offenders are
identified as needing help only after
they already are behind bars, where
little or no emphasis is placed on
therapy. Worse, alleged offenders often
plead guilty to lesser crimes, masking
the sexual nature of their offences.
Shawcross, of Watertown, N.Y., was
charged with manslaughter in the early
1970s for allegedly raping and
strangling an 8-year-old. Prosecutors
apparently struck a deal: In exchange
for the lesser charge, he led them to a
second body, a 10-year-old boy.
Shawcross has pleaded innocent in
10 of the Rochester deaths. Police
suspect him in the 11th killing, but,
again, no sex-related charges are
involved.

Sex offenses
Estimated total U.S. arrests
for sex offenses (excluding
forcible rape and prostitution).

Year

Number of
offenaet

1980
1981
11982
11983
1984
11985
51986
M987
11988

67.400
72.000
78.800
87.000 :
97,800!
100.6001
100,600:;
100,100!;
106.300;

:■:

:■;■;■;:;!>•;■::

;;;;;*:

*:■:■

i'^^^m:

Souroe: FBI
Frank Pompa, Gannett News Service

By the time violent sex offenders
reach adulthood they often can mask
their dark sides, experts said.
Medical authorities and civil rights
activists dismiss castration. "It's a
terrible idea," Lewis said.
Dr. Russell Barton, former director
of the Rochester Psychiatric Center,
said violent sex offenders cannot be
cured "with any degree of certainty."
"I think it's dishonest for people to
say they treat [them] and say they have
any degree of success," he said.
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple
College Information Network

Exercise: Most people say they don't have time
By Christine Ekeroth
Gannett News Service

Today's college students are aware of the many
bmwiTlti of regular exercise. In addition to aiding in
weight control, increasing life expectancy and
lowering cholesterol levels, new research has
discovered that regular exercise may help prevent
certain types of cancer. This knowledge, however,
doesn't change the fact that most of students believe
people don't have the time to exercise.
FOr years, doctors have asserted that in order for
exercise to be effective, we must follow a particular
formula: Twenty to 30 minutes of continuous
exercise, three times a week, at 70 to 85 percent of
our maximum heart rate. Discouraged exercisers who
found themselves unable to meet this rigid
requirement often gave up exercising all together.
Coming into the '90s, many doctors are doing away
with the all-or-nothing attitude about exercise. New
discoveries in exercise physiology have found that
exercise may be divided into three 10-minute
segments, spread throughout the day: Regardless of
the type of exercise, whether it is walking, climbing
stairs or yoga, current data supports the belief that

you will achieve the same benefits as if you put 30
minutes together.
"Science is demonstrating the fact that
physiological as well as general health benefits are
achievable by a much broader range of activity, both
in terms of the intensity of the activity and how you
separate it throughout the day," said William Haskell,
deputy director of the Stanford Center for Research in
Disease Prevention.

Especially important to
college students, regular
exercise is an effective
stress reducer.
The term "exercise" is being redefined as well.
Exercise is not just pumping iron, working up a
sweat or competing in sports. Exercise may mean
simply increasing daily activity. This is done by
making just a few simple changes in daily habits.

Jr.

Dr. Raul Zimmerman of the Fitness Institute in
Culver City, Calif, said, "Parking the car further
away from work than you normally do,
hand-delivering a message to a co-worker instead of
calling — these types of activities do make a
difference in the long run."
If you still believe that you do not have the time to
exercise or that it is not worth the effort, here are
some facts that may change your mind. An average
woman, in just 10 minutes, can bum 50 calories by
walking (four mph), 65 calories while bicycling (10
mph) and a whopping 140 calories by climbing
stairs. By doing any one of these, three times a day
for one month, it is possible to lose from two to four
pounds without ever having to diet. Combined with a
healthy food plan, the results are even more dramatic.
Weight loss is only one of the pleasant side effects
of exercising. Especially important to college
students, regular exercise is an effective stress reducer.
Taking a break and walking or stretching for 10
minutes can help clear your mind, relax your body
and prepare you for what lies ahead. Now, why would
you want an excuse for that?
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple College
Information Network
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Colleges making sure education dollars pay off
By Dennis Kelly
Gannett News Service
For college students, the old line espoused by
teachers has never had more meaning: "Pay attention,
you're going to be tested on this later."
Indeed, testing students on what they've learned
remains a controversial trend on college campuses.
It appears to be increasing as more schools phase in
testing programs, said Elaine El-Khawas, vice
president for research with the American Council on
Education.
The reasons: Politicians, parents and students, too,
want assurances that their education dollars are paying
off, and business leaders want employees who have
basic skills.
Peter Ewell, senior associate with the National
Center for Higher Education Management Systems in
Denver, said his December survey shows:
• 27 states now require assessment of college
students.
• 14 states encourage the practice informally or are
considering testing programs.
• Nine states have nothing in place or planned.
"There really is a great deal of change going on
because of this," Ewell said.
General knowledge graduation exams have been
around for decades. They nearly became an endangered
species in the 1970s and early 1980s as students and
faculties protested that curricula had become too
diverse for standardized tests, Ewell said.

But in the mid-1980s, amid a national outcry over
the abysmal performance of U.S. students, programs
to gauge student achievement suddenly were in vogue.
Some pioneers: Alverno College in Milwaukee, the
University of Tennessee in Knoxville and Northeast
Missouri State University in Kirksville.
Northeast MissoaN took a "value-added" approach,
which uses standardized tests to determine if a student
has improved.
Students — using their incoming American
College Test scores as a base — were given the ACT
again as sophomores, and then required to take a
pre-graduation, comprehensive exam as seniors.
Charles J. McClain, then president of NMSU, said
he was trying to ensure that his students could
compete on the open market.
Dr. Russell Warren, JMU's vice president for
academic affairs and creator of JMU's academic
initiatives plan, is one of three finalists for the
NMSU presidency.
Many legislators in several states proposed testing.
In Tennessee, lawmakers made assessment a statewide
requirement and rewarded the best-performing schools
with more money.
But debate reigns. Educators question the wisdom of
general education exams when college students
increasingly focus on specific subjects.
Many colleges have undertaken assessments, but on
their own terms — with tests that have a more
limited scope.
"The main thing in all this is a break in the pattern

of the individual faculty member being the sole
judge" of what a student has learned, Ewell said.
Today, 55 percent of colleges and universities are
developing instruments for student assessment, up
from 45 percent in 1988. And they increasingly target
specific areas of the curriculum, reports El-Khawas in
her survey, Campus Trends 1989, for the American
Council on Education.
Some schools also test for critical thinking, oral
communication and writing ability.
• 14 percent test for critical thinking, the ability to
use logic and "see through arguments."
• 18 percent test for "quantitative problem-solving,"
a fancy name for math, but in the context of applied
situations.
• 21 percent test for oral communication skills,
usually as part of a senior project in which the
student is rated not only on content but on ability to
speak to an audience.
• 47 percent test for writing skills, and another 27
percent are phasing it in.
But Harold L. Enarson, president emeritus of Ohio
State University, said that all outcomes of a college
education cannot be measured.
"If you went to a church or synagogue last week,
what was the value added?" he said. "What was the
value added of going to a movie? What was the value
added of reading a good book?"
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Apple College
Information Network
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, STOP BY
WITHOUT AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE

CUTTHIS
OUT
ANDWEU
I
I

EVERYTHING

Olde Mill Village

I

HAS TO OFFER

^Berkeley •jj^r

OFE
At last, a deal as tasty as the meal. Your
favorite foot-long sub with a garden on top. All
piled onto a foot long roll we bake fresh in the
store. All for 99c off our regular price for a
foot-long sub.

•SUBUiftV"

I

Berybody loves Subway subs.
MARKET SQUARE EAST
433-SUBS

434-1876
1373 S. MAIN STREET

T

!

DUKES PLAZA

433-YUMM

Limi.Oni couponp«f cu«omirp«vs«. N«ooodm(»n*inj|»,«»»rw(*«o*r.
OH«Mpm 220-90
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McMartin trial: What not to do
The McMartin cue began in August 1983 when Judy
Johnson reported to police in Manhattan Beach, Calif,
that she believed her 2-year-old son had bean molested by
Raymond Buckey at the McMartin Pre-School.
The case ended Jan. 18 when jurors handed down 52
not guilty verdicts for Peggy McMartin Buckey and
Raymond. They were deadlocked on the other counts.
The nation's longest and costliest trial, which lasted 33
months and cost about $13 million, was "the best example
of a system that isn't working." according to former
California Chief Assistant Stale Attorney Steve White.
One of the main reasons for the not guilty verdicts was
that letters sent to parents of former McMartin students by
the prosecution at the beginning of the investigation
asking them to question their children about possible
sexual abuse and videotapes of interviews with the
children nijjn Uriel that some had been asked leading
questions. However, medical evidence, which is hard to
come by in sexual abuse cssss. strongly suggested that the
children were taOJnflhe truth.
Tht trials leaf* was a definite accomplice m this

miscarriage of justice. As the jury began deliberations, one
juror — *"-* he could no longer read some of the notes he
had taken during the testimony, which began in Jury 1987.
r juror said she "was just as uncertain and confused
i we went to decide as I was on the first day of the
trial. I felt I had missed out on something, that I had dozed
during some important testimony."
The case brings to the forefront questions about how
weD our justice system works. When two suspected child
molesters with that much evidence against them return to
society with no penalty, something is drastically wrong.
Something must be done to shorten trials. Lawyers must be
taught how to question suspected victims of sexual abuse
so their testimony will help, not hurt the case. We must
learn from the example this case has set before us.
Child molestation is one of the crudest and most
unforgivable crimes that can be committed. It is unfair not
only to the children and their parents that the McMartins
were not convicted, but to other children who may now be
afraid to speak out for fear that justice will not come to
them, either.

AIDS & you: A scary possibility
AHM sV.
for one
one of
AIDS.
It's an a—an
acronym for
of the
the scariest ttimri
known to man. A disease that may claim the live, of the
najajajsj 800,000 to 1.3 million carriers of the vim
unless a con is discovered.
The Hudson Institute, a ujusarvalrv think tank,
estimates that up to 15 million people could be Bisected by
2002. They say this is based on 1st assusnptkms that there
will be no major medical breakthrough and that people
wont change their current behavior.
Most college students are included in the
fastest-growing segment of those reported infected with
the HTV virus—non-drug-waig hstosttssiuili
This week the JMU nursing department, along with the
health center, the Office of Residence Life, the Valley
AIDS Network and the Richmond AIDS Network, is
sponsoring AIDS Awareness Weak, and everyone on
campus should try to attend at least one of the activities.
Why? Because students at JMU are not immune to the
disease. That may coma as quite s surprise to many, but
it's very true.
There have been reported AK» cases in the VaHey, and

s network mat
there is even snetwork
that was formed to help sufferers in
the Shenandoah area. But, even though there is
documented proof of Valley AIDS victims, people are still
ignorant and practicing unsafe behavior.
Dr. Vida Huber. head of the nursing department, said
people between the ages of 15 and 19 run the greatest risk
of contracting AIDS. Freshmen and sophomores are
included m that age bracket, but everyone on this campus
who doesn't protect themselves is vulnerable to the disease.
JMU. like many college campuses, has a notorious
hook-up scene. Students may go to a party, drink some
alcohol and then bring back a new person every weekend
to their rooms, thinking. "No one at JMU could possibly
have AIDS." Think again.
Keep this in mind: AIDS can have an incubation period
of 8.7 years. So that one hook-up — long ago forgotten —
could come back to haunt you after you have already
married and had children md possibly infected both your
spouse and your children.
Learn about AIDS and protect yourself. It's just stupid
raHto^aadiradaadlja,.^,
*

Problem of 'upper-class crime'
seen in Barry's arrest for drugs
To the editor:
The arrest of Marion Barry was indeed a tragic
occurrence following a very successful political career. I
have heard many students' reactions to the arrest, and I
think we need to look at it from a different perspective.
Most people I have talked to think he just represents
the problem in Washington. DC In Monday's Breeze
there was a cartoon showing Barry traveling to Panama
where his skills would be more appreciated. This
represents a basic ignorance to the problem and I'm
concerned about it.
Barry represents a problem. Not the problem of
"lower-class" drug use, or of "black" drug use in D.C.. but
the "upper-class" drug abuse problem. Cocaine and
alcohol are both drugs, and all sectors of society abuse
them. There seems to be a myth that the upper and middle
classes don't abuse drugs.
"White-collar" crime shares the same mentality in the
U.S. — the upper class does it. so it's all right The
insider-trading practices on Wall Street and the cheating
on taxes by people like the Helmsleys are big problems.
Nobody can tell me white-collar crime costs this country
less than the crime and violence of the lower class.
Let's stop focusing on the drug problems of the lower
class. The crime and drug abuse of the upper and middle
classes costs this country millions of dollars in
productivity — a great deal more a year than crime and
violence in urban areas. Why don't we look at Barry and
see him as representing a larger problem in the U.S. —
not the problems of D.C.. or of blacks, or of
government. Let's look at him and see ourselves — not
an individual with an isolated problem, but a country
with a close-minded mentality.
Scott Surovell
freshman
undecided

Parking is just visible symptom
of real problem of overcrowding
To the editor:
After reading Jeffrey Nay's reply to Roger Friedman
(The Breeze, Jan. 22), I couldn't wait to write and thank
him for caring enough to educate us on parking
violations in the "real world." I don't know about the rest
of the JMU population, but I never realized that a person
had to go through all that hassle out there. It makes me
glad that I have spent my entire life here on this campus.
I think that Nay missed part of Friedman's complaint.
The problem goes beyond a simple ticket. The fact is
that this campus has a few overcrowding problems. At
Nay's company I am sure that he is provided with many
places to park, and, if not, I'm sure that there is someone
he can complain to. At JMU the only place students can
get their complaints heard is the SGA. and we all know
how effective the SGA is. With the SGA seemingly only
concerned with what toilet paper to use and in policing
its own members, we might as well be complaining to a
wall.
I'm sure we all appreciate Nay's concern, but I suggest
he concentrate on the "real world" he's so fond of.
Jeffrey Wl

Editor

HEATHER DAVVS0N
Managing Editor

BETSY OVERKAMP
Editorial Editor

LAURA HUTCHISON
Assist. Editorial Editor

LAURA HUNT
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Will Virginia execute an innocent man?
Who CM believe, in the 1990s, with all our strides
in technology and criminal research, that Virginia
might execute an innocent man?
As horrible as this may sound, the case of Joe
Giarralano proves the commonwealth does not care to
determine the accused's true guilt By the end of this
semester, Virginia may execute an innocent man.
Joe Giarralano sits on Virginia's Death Row,
convicted of the February 1979 murders of Barbara
and Michelle Kline at their Richmond apartment.
Barbara Kline died from knife wounds. Michelle was
strangled. New evidence collected since his trial,
however, strongly suggests his innocence. He has
exhausted his appeals, and it appears he will find no
mercy from Virginia's elected officials. The
Commonwealth of Virginia, despite public outcry, is
prepared to execute Giarralano.
At the time of the murders. Giarralano was living
with the Klines. An alcoholic and a drug abuser. he
suffered from drug- and alcohol-induced amnesia.
Giarralano claims to have no memory of the night of
the crime. A stale psychiatrist supports his claim.
According to Giarralano, he awoke from a blackout,
found the two bodies and concluded thai he must have
murdered the women. He fled to Jacksonville, Fla.,
where he turned himself in to the police. Convinced
of his guilt, Giarralano waived jury trial. He was
convicted in a one-day trial and sentenced lo death.
Giarralano gave five contradictory confessions,
suggesting that he yielded to police persuasion when
his confessions did not match the physical evidence.
Giarratano's conviction was based solely on those
confessions and his access to the Klines' apartment
No physical evidence exists lo link him lo the crime.

More importantly, however, the physical evidence
suggests that Giarralano may not be the murderer.
Pubic hairs found at the scene do not match those of
Giarralano. The arresting officer established that
bloody footprints found in the apartment were not
made by Giarralano. The arresting officer also
determined that spots of blood found on Giarratano's
boots were not from the crime scene. The prosecution
deliberately withheld this evidence.
The original autopsy report determined that the
murderer strangled Michelle Kline from behind with a
partial ligature, such as a rope. Giarratano's
confession states that he strangled Kline from the

GUEST COLUMNIST
Chris Powers
front, with his hands. An investigator for the Virginia
Coalition on Jails and Prisons found that the final
autopsy report was altered to fit his confession.
Forensic evidence also slates that Barbara Kline was
stabbed by a right-handed assailant. Giarratano is
left-handed and partially paralyzed on his right side.
Giarralano was convicted of raping Michelle Kline,
yet no physical evidence can prove a rape occurred. He
was convicted of this charge on his confession alone.
Adding credence lo Giarratano's case, a private
investigator has identified a suspect who is more
likely to have murdered the Klines. This suspect, like
Giarralano, knew the women and had an opportunity

to commit the crime. Unlike Giarratano, however, he
has a long history of violence against women.
While not proving Giarratano's innocence, these
facts do present the need for a re-evaluation of the
case. Before our commonwealth takes the ultimate
sanction and executes this man, should we not
determine, beyond reasonable doubt, that he is guilty?
Attorney General Mary Sue Terry is empowered to
grant a new trial. Even in light of this new evidence,
she has refused to do so. She seems prepared to let die
commonwealth execute a possibly innocent man.
Our criminal justice system is not infallible. The
United Slates has executed innocent men before.
According lo a study published in the Stanford Law
Review, the United States has executed 23 innocent
people in this century atone. Many Death Row
inmates, likewise, have been released as new evidence
has proven their innocence.
New evidence has been found in the case of Joe
Giarratano. Our great commonwealth, however,
refuses to hear it. All Giarralano deserves is a new
trial. No one will be harmed if he is retried and again
found guilty. All Virginians will be permanenUy
scarred, however, if the commonwealth executes an
innocent man. Join me in calling on the attorney
general lo rise above political fears and stand up for
justice. Please write Attorney General Mary Sue
Terry and urge her lo grant Joe Giarratano a new trial
Attorney General Mary Sue Terry
Supreme Court Building
102 N. 8th Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Chris Powers is a senior political science major.
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People to people
(

Volunteers listen to, become friends with, ar
Editor's Note: The following story was written by
Tracy Wimmer, a 1986 JMU communication graduate
and currently a feature staff writer for The Roanoke
Times & World-News. The Breeze is reprinting the
story with permission from Wimmer and from the Times
& World-News.
Wimmer recently received a Virginia Press Association
award for this story.

By Tracy Wimmer
AIDS is an intimate sickness.
When Harry entered the final stages, he had diarrhea
constantly. There was no controlling it.
Harry would get into Fraser Nelson's Toyota Tercel
and, sure enough, he would have an accident in her front
seat
"The first time was really embarrassing for both of
us," she says, stifling a grin. "But by the 20th time, it
was almost funny, you know? We ended up calling that
car the s— mobile. I even had to start carrying a bucket
and a bottle of bleach."
Nelson shakes her head.
"Of course there were really good times," she says. "I
helped him find a house. And on Saturday mornings,
we'd go shopping at Zayre or maybe go for a long ride
on the parkway
And he loved chili. I used to tell
him that's what gave him diarrhea, but I'd always end up
getting it for him at this little place on Ninth Street.
Then we'd go back to his house and watch 'All My
Children.' If I couldn't be there, he'd call me to tell me
what happened. I guess we were both 'All My Children'
freaks.
"You don't walk into a room and just love somebody,"
she says. "You might be totally different. We were. But
when you become someone's buddy... you get close."
Nelson still drives the Toyota. Harry died last August
He was 43.
•••
Nelson has witnessed just about every kind of AIDS
scenario since becoming director of the Roanoke AIDS
Project last summer.
She's trained gays, straights, doctors, lawyers, priests
and nuns — people whose jobs or whose compassion
bring them into contact with those infected with acquired
immune deficiency syndrome. People who need to
understand what they're getting into.
Today's trainee group is no different.
A theater professor, a minister, a priest, a med-school
hopeful, a nurse, a waiter, a hospice worker, a high
school teacher and parents who have lost children to
AIDS — close to 30 people, some of who have come
from Virginia's most rural communities.
They are there for buddy training. It's a deceptively
lighthearted way of describing what they are doing.
For two weekends, they will sit all day in metal
folding chairs, sipping freeze-dried instant, taking notes
in the Christiansburg Social Services building.
They will find out what it's like to be shunned for
having a virus often deemed the result of vile behavior.
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They will study infections that take a human life organ
by organ, and learn to case the resulting pain.
They will learn to listen, to educate, and to seek for
their buddies what is legally and rightfully theirs.
They will hear stories of how people walk away. And
they'll learn how to stay.
And when it's over, they will realize what people with
the virus already know.
AIDS is a monsoon — a hard, steady rain that floods
the mind and drowns the soul.
"If you're going to be a buddy, you need to stay a
^uddy," says Paul. "If someone latches himself onto one
of you, then you take off because you can't handle it,
that could be detrimental to that person's health."
Paul blots his nose with a tissue as he speaks to the
group in a soft Southwest Virginia accent At 31, he is
breaking records. Five years ago, he was diagnosed with
AIDS. He has suffered pneumocyslis carinii pneumonia
— PCP, the hallmark of AIDS — three limes. About 92
percent of people with AIDS die of the pneumonia and
its complications.
Paul isn't his real name. Like many people with
AIDS, he's afraid for himself and for his family if he
goes public with his disease.
He is tan, a common side effect of AZT, a drug he
takes to prolong his life, but he is extremely thin.
"Look at me," he says, moving his fingers around his
sunken brown eyes. "I have the look of AIDS. Can you
deal with going out with someone who looks like they
have AIDS? Would you take me to Pizza Hut and let
your friends see us? ...
"See, John wouldn't care if I had a hose hanging out of
my nose and it was the only way I could eat," Paul says.
"He would still take me to the movies. He's never been
in any way embarrassed"
Paul is speaking of John Welch, who has been his
buddy for a year and a half. Welch is a librarian at
Virginia Western Community College, where he also
teaches a class in death and dying.
"John is my friend," Paul says. "I hope that John
would be my friend whether I had AIDS or not Thinking
of John doesn't mean thinking of AIDS. It means
thinking of good things."
People with AIDS want normalcy, to go to the
movies, to the mall, to restaurants. They want to tell
you about their life, and they want to hear about yours.
They've come out of the AIDS closet They don't need
a buddy who wants to stay in.

Demand for support services growing
As the number of people with AIDS escalates, the
demand for support services grows. The buddy system is
one attempt to help meet those demands. Training is
based in part on the National SIDS Network's manual on
"Sex, Death and Drug Use."
These Christiansburg volunteers will work in teams,
with several buddies assigned to a given AIDS patient
Some buddies will tend to errands, domestic chores and
the handling of legal and financial matters; another team
member, designated a "hand-holder," will try to help the
patient cope with the emotional and psychological
trauma.
Buddies need only the willingness to help. But that
willingness doesn't come easily.
Family members may fear that the buddy will bring
the disease home through casual contact with an AIDS
patient, although such transmission is declared
impossible by research scientists. Some buddies will be
wrongly branded as gay by those who don't understand
their urge to help. Some will be thought to have an
AIDS case in the family.
"It's not always enough that you are a caring, loving
individual," Nelson tells the group.
Educate your family and friends, volunteers are told.
Don't assume they've learned everything you've learned
But what about the people who don't want to listen,
one volunteer asks. What about "fag bashers?"
Ignore them, Nelson says. "You can't teach pigs to
sing. It wastes time and it annoys the pig."

Learning when to act
AIDS is a spectrum of illnesses.
A person with AIDS takes a constant beating. If he can
manage to get over the big hurdles — pneumonia, for
instance — he thinks he will be OK. But then there's the
throat infection, or the earache, or the constant diarrhea
to contend with.
Few people with AIDS ever feel 100 percent.
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For AIDS victims, life may seem like being stranded c
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STYLE
id help to educate victims of AIDS
All volunteers should know first aid and familiarize
themselves with their buddy's symptoms and medication.
It's more art than science.
Because of the range of complications, it's difficult to
predict the course of illness. It's hard even for doctors to
evaluate the significance of each new symptom.
"One of the hardest things in a support role is
determining which symptoms do you sit on and which
do you act on," says Dr. Walter VomLehn, who's
training to become a buddy.
"A little more cough, a little diarrhea, or maybe a little
more rash?" he says. You don't want to irritate the AIDS
patient by proposing constant trips to the doctor, "but
it's hard to watch them suffer.
"You just have to get to know the person over time,"
VomLehn says. "You get to know their philosophy."
VomLehn lost his son, Peter, to AIDS in 1984. He is
one of the founders of the New River Valley AIDS
Coalition.
People with AIDS who refuse to seek medical
attention may die sooner.
.
Another volunteer, Dot Covey, remembers taking care
of her own son, David, who died of AIDS in 1986.
"I would have to check on him several times during the
night," she says. "And when I found his pajamas wet
from the night sweats, I would change him. I would
change his sheets.
"The First few times he was so frightened. So was I."
Not all people with AIDS suffer the same symptoms
in the same order. Infection can strike overnight. Energy
level and moods can change from hour to hour.
AIDS is a deadly but fragile killer. When it is outside
the body, the AIDS-causing virus can be killed with a
solution of just one part cholorine bleach to 10 parts
water.
Volunteers must always protect their buddy from
infection. Kitchen and bathrooms may be shared but need
to be kept clean, Robinson says, with routine, proper
household hygiene.

Frank discussions on sex

i

Don Kraft takes a lot of kidding from volunteers about
his briefcase.
"Bet you wouldn't want to be stopped by the Galax
police carrying thai thing," one volunteer says.
Craft, an assistant professor of psychology at
Wytheville Community College, is used to this. He
carries the same thing to his human sexuality class — a
dildo, a vibrator, a container of baby wipes and almost
every kind of condom know to man.
No session tests a volunteer as much as Craft's "Safer
Sex." Explicit by design, Craft wants volunteers to have
open and informed talks with their buddies about AIDS.
For some AIDS patients, particularly gay men, sex is
both the root of the disease and the greatest deprivation.
Feelings of guilt and of frustration war with each other.
"Because someone might test HIV-positive or has
AIDS does not mean they give up sex," Craft says. "For
a lot of people that is simply unrealistic.''
When AIDS is transmitted sexually, it is usually
through oral-genital contact or anal intercourse.
But sexual pleasure does not have to mean having
sexual intercourse. Craft describes a few alternatives;
fantasy, massage and sex movies are among the tamer
ones.
There are a few red faces, a few nervous laughs. Craft
continues.
His recitation of "possibly safe but possibly risky"
sexual behaviors is explicit +- and, to some in the room,
as disquieting as it is new.
"I've noticed some of your mouths have dropped open,"
Craft says. "This goes on, folks. You might not have
heard of it, but it goes on and you might have to talk
about it."
Craft uses a vibrator to demonstrate the proper ways to
put a condom on. He passes the condoms around the
conference table. There are a few giggles, but mostly
people just pass them on.

Centers for Disease Control in Washington, D.C., and as
vice president of the Whitman-Walker Clinic, the largest
clinic for gay men on the East Coast.
In his "Case Management" session, Conley tells the
volunteers that, invariably, people with AIDS face crises
regarding employment, housing or insurance — or all
three.
"You don't want to make decisions for a person with
AIDS," Conley says. "You want to give them the
information they need to make their own decision."
Volunteers learn how to help a person with AIDS
apply for Social Security, disability insurance. Social
Security supplemental income, general relief, food
stamps, fuel assistance and Medicaid.
Sometimes applying is not enough.
While the Roanoke Housing Authority will
accommodate people with AIDS, it does the client little
good when the waiting period is often longer than life
expectancy. Decent available housing in the area is often
too expensive for an individual whose income consists
solely of Social Security supplemental income funds
($368 per month). Affordable housing is often
substandard and physically dangerous to a person whose
immune system is low. Trying to live in a rat- or
roach-infested apartment can kill a person with AIDS.
Medical costs present another problem.
AZT drug therapy now costs up to $8,000 annually.
To obtain free AZT through a federally funded program, a
person must earn less than $22,000 annually, have no
health insurance and be ineligible for Medicare.
If an AIDS patient can't get what he needs through
local, state and federal services, his buddy may have to
seek charitable support for him. Volunteers also are
encouraged to write letters to government officials about
the problems.
But meeting the physical needs isn't enough.
"It looks great if the place is warm and there is food,"
Conley says. "But if you haven't given this person love,
then they might not be able to eat that food."
•••

Meeting more than physical needs
"A lot of times you first contact your buddy when he
is in a state of crisis," says John Conley. People whose
lives run smooth don't call hot lines. People in trouble
do.
Conley is the Roanoke AIDS Project client services
coordinator. He has served as health adviser for the

Some of the volunteers drop out.
Maybe some think they can't cope with a person who
has radically different values. Some may be overwhelmed
by the expense of time and emotion.
Maybe some just get scared.
But the core of this group is still there — closer and
stronger than some families will ever be.
"You're going to have doubts," Conley says. "When
you get that fust call from someone who says they have
AIDS, you'll doubt yourself. Don't.
"It's an obvious lesson. A clear one. Look at this
diverse group. Any human being can talk to another
human being."

Read more about AIDS
Awareness Week on page 5.
Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

n an island all alone, unless friends reach out
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Answer this Question...

Find the ad in The Breeze that can save you up to $80.
... and win prizes from one of these sponsors.
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OPEN HOUSE!
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Stop by and see what our townhouses
have to offer...the ultimate in
student housing.

Tuesday Jan. 30
Wednesday Jan. 31
10 pm - 5 pm
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FEATURES OFFERED AT
HUNTERS RIDGE
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Easy walking distance to campus
JMU bus service every 15 minutes
Convenience to shopping
On-site property management
On-site security
Monthly cleaning service
Completely equipped kitchen including:
microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator with
icemaker. and range
Washer/Dryer in each unit
Private decks or patios
Custom blinds at all windows
Plush carpeting
Furnished and unfurnished units
• Basketball and sand Volleyball courts
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Call x6127

Come by the Hunters Ridge Management Office
today and ask for details on how to SPEND
TOUR SPRING BREAK IN THE BAHAMAS!!

I

While In the office register for our bi-monthly
giveaways. The first item is a Sharp compact
disc player. Drawing to be held February 8.

HUNTERS RIDGE MANAGEMENT • 715 Port Republic Rd. • Hairtsonburg, VA 22801 • (703) 434-5150
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NOW SHOWING
UPB brings nationally known
recording artists, speakers
and movies to campus

article by Cindy Miller

VI

graphic by Stephen Rountree

cad Poet's Society," Hoodoo Gurus,
Edie Brickell and "Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory." Everyone knows
who brings movies and concerts like
these to JMU. But what really goes on behind
the doors of the University Program Board
office?
The nine committees and 360 volunteers that
make up UPB continually strive to "provide
JMU students with a variety of social, cultural,
recreational and educational programs," says
Susan Shipley, program adviser for UPB. In
addition to concert artists and lecturers, UPB
handles campus films, travel, cultural
awareness, mini-courses and special events.
Concerts and special events such as 10,000
Maniacs, Bruce Hornsby, Bobcat Goldthwait
and Oliver North are among the most
well-known programs provided by UPB. "We
try to get a variety of artists so we can satisfy
everyone's needs," Shipley says. But booking
artists is a more complex process than just
finding out what students want
The concert committee first has to find out
which facilities are available at which times,
Shipley says. Once that is done, UPB must
contact artist agencies to find out which artists
are available on those dates. This is where
student input comes in. The artists' names are
considered by UPB volunteers and put to a

D

See UPB page 19*
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Far away humor
Gary Larson turns life's odd little peculiarities
into single-panel cartoon statements.

*
■

7 remember quite fondly the games my mother used to play with me
when I was growing up;
such as one of my fa-^
vorites (shown here)
where she'd hide cookies from me and then
give hints where I might
find them."
— Gary Larson

"Eons ago, shortly before a blind date, my
dad gave me the worst
haircut of my life. The
final cartoon is directly
related to that mortifying experience and indelible memory.
(Around last summer I
forgave my dad.)"
— Gary Larson
"Oh. and here's Luanne now... .Bobby just got sheared
today, Luanne."
i

m

reprinted with permission from United Press Syndicate

He's back.
.
After taking a 14-month sabbatical from drawing
his famous cartoon strip "The Far Side." cartoonist
Gary Larson has returned to drawing the off-beat
panels that make people think.
In an excerpt from his book "The Prehistory of the
Far Side: A 10th Anniversary Exhibit," Larson
admits that while he loved to draw as a kid, he never
once thought about being a cartoonist
Larson had been working at a retail music store for
almost a year when "the sky seemed to suddenly open
up over my head and a throng of beautiful angels
came down and said, 'you haaaaate your job, you
haaaaate your job and then they left," Larson recalls.
And he knew it was true. Angels don't lie. He hated
his job. Thinking about a career crisis for two whole
weeks was more than his attention span could handle.
So he sat down and started to draw.
The following day he took half a dozen cartoons to
Pacific Search, a local magazine in SeatUe, and the
editor loved them. Larson received a ninety-dollar
check.
"Immediately I was surrounded by angels singing,
'You loooooove cartooning, you loooooove
cartooning,'" Larson says.
But in the "What-have-you-done-for-me-lately"
world of cartooning, starting out is a relatively
simple task in relation to maintaining those high
standards and continuing to be funny. ExacUy how
does Larson maintain his humor — how does he
come up with his outrageous ideas?
Larson admits that a key ingredient is caffeine. "I
get a couple of cups of coffee into me and weird
things just start to happen," he reveals. Good ideas
develop from lame ones, but few come from Larson's
own personal experience. He claims only one cartoon
idea has come direcdy from his own experience.
However, as JMU freshman Jocelyn Strother says,
"Usually I get [the comics], but sometimes I don't
understand them. I guess I'm stupid or something."
No, Jocelyn, you're not stupid. Larson himself
realizes some of his cartoons are not always
understandable. "Off days are a part of life," he says.
Recently his cartoons have been reruns. For the
past 14 months, Larson has been on a creative hiatus.
Larson's sabbatical was simply due to exhaustion.
Unlike most professions, cartoonists are rarely
afforded vacation time. During his extensive vacation,
Larson traveled to Africa, among other places, to
relax.
To prepare for his return this past Jan. 1, Larson
"did fifty finger push-ups every day for a week, and I
made sure all my pencils were sharp," he says.
After the year off he "feels fresh and recharged —
but, as I'm sure anyone who has had an opportunity
to take a full year off will agree, that first Monday
morning back to work is quite a sobering experience,"
Larson says.

article by Jake Schiff
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UPB

► (Continued from page 17)

vote. "I dunk our volunteers are pretty representative
of JMU students." says Tracy Turman, public
relations chairman. "They make up about 3 percent of
the student body."
The UPB also does surveys in residence halls in
order to get student feedback. "The surveys are
probably not as random as they could be, but we'd
like to improve that." Turman says.
Once the artists have been voted on, UPB must
consider the cost "To put on a show costs more than
the cost of the artist," Shipley says. The concert
committee has to estimate the total cost of the artist,
including the flat fee. travel and lodging expenses,
catering, sound and lights, ticket printing, advertising
and rent
Rent? "We pay a percentage of what we make on
the concert for anything having to do with using the
facility, such as electricity, custodial staff, and people'
who set up and take down everything," Shipley says.
UPB then figures out how many tickets have to be
sold to break even, by dividing the total cost by the
number of seats in the facility. "UPB is a campus
organization," Shipley says. "But it is also a
business. We have to make good business decisions
as well as good program decisions in order to keep
going."
Some artists are not booked because bringing them
to JMU would cost too much, according to Shipley,
"it is too much money if it prevents us from getting
other good artists." she says.
For example, Tom Petty's flat fee is $7S,000 and
Jimmy Buffett is asking $150,000. Shipley explained

that JMU can't bring the big names that George
Mason University can because "that area provides the
population to sell more tickets, so they can pay more
and still break even."
Once the artists have been approved, UPB has to
contact the agent again to Find out if the artist will
come to JMU. "The artists we get really have more to
do with availability than anything else. The
committees can show me several proposals that are
financially sound, but we have to go with who's
available and willing to come," Shipley says.
Performers and speakers are not all UPB brings to
JMU. The organization offers ona or two sets of
mini-courses each semester. Beginning guitar,
marriage planning and photography are some of the
courses being offered now. "The mini-courses are not
well attended — we're trying to expand the topics,"
Shipley says.
The travel program offered by the UPB is more
popular than the mini-courses. According to Turman,
"Travel does well. Everything has sold out this year."
Trips this year have included the National Zoo, the
Charlestown Races and a professional hockey game.
Lise McGuinness, a junior education major who
attended the trip to the zoo, says, "It was fun. UPB
provided the transportation, and it was only $5. It
would have cost so much more to drive. It was
definitely worth it." UPB works with travel
companies to coordinate lengthier trips for spring
break, such as trips to Cancun, Mexico. Turman
emphasizes, "We don't try to make a profit with
travel — it's just a service."
The film program is the most consistently
successful UPB offers, according to Turman. Movies

are chosen by the film committee from movie catalog
from holding companies. The committee weighs the
cost of the movie with how many tickets can be sold.
Turman explains that movies tend to be less
financially risky than concerts because concerts can
run around $65,000, a movie only about $800.
All the movies except the Sunday movies are
chosen by UPB volunteers. "We try to get movies
that will interest the community, that are educational
and interesting," Turman says. Sunday movies are
coordinated by Dr. James Ruff and are chosen for their
literary value, according to Shipley. Some movies in.
the works are "The Last Temptation of Christ,"
"Some Like it Hot" and "Ace in the Hole."
UPB essentially runs off the work of its 360
volunteers. "The volunteers are very active.
Everything wouldn't come together if it weren't for
them," Turman says. "The movies would shut down
without the volunteers," he says. UPB doors are
always open to students who want to volunteer.
"There are lots of things to do," Shipley says, "just
walk in and say 1 want to volunteer.'"
Chris Inskeep, a volunteer on the film commute,
sells and and collects tickets or makes popcorn. "It's a
great way to meet people," Inskeep says. "I have a lot
of fun with it. I've seen movies I wouldn't have
otherwise seen."
Shipley and Turman are both enthusiastic about
UPB. Turman believes the best thing about UPB is
that "it is a student organization run by students for
the students," Shipley says. "We want students to
know that their concerns are our concerns. We are
constantly thinking of ways to meet their diverse
needs."
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Tuesday, Jan. 30th Challenge your wits at
Senior Feud in P.C. Ballroom. 8 p.m. Free!!
Wednesday, January 31st 'Celebrate Your
Seniority" at J.M.'s Senior Sponsor Night - Plus get
shot by Video Yearbook
$2 admission
•Monday, Feb. 5th "It's Time to Get Busy" at the
'90 Days Till Graduation Party - D.J. Walter
Jackson. 9 p.m. -1 a.m. $3 admission
P.C. Ballroom. A Senior Class Production
'Cause only seniors can party on Monday nights.
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1106 Reservoir St

Tan

TOPYHIGHT 1W0
TH£ KROGEH CO ITEMS
AND TmCES GOOD SUNDAY JAN 28.
THROUGH SATURDAY, FEB 3 1990 J*J«.
RISONBURG WE "SERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

434-1812

Only UVB rays will release melanin,
your skins' natural sunscreen

Save During

FULL SERVICE PROFESSIONAL TANNING SALON
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UVA rays and UVB rays
Specials Prices Now!

Students will not be allowed to bring knapsacks into
the Convocation Center when attending basketball
games. This regulation has become necessary due to
the increase in the number of
alcoholic containers being
brought into the Convocation Center during
basketball games.
Students are reminded
that it is illegal to consume or possess alcohol
in the Convocation Center

With Low Prices. And More.
IN THE DELI-PASTRY
SHOPPE. DELI FRESH

Pepperoni
Pizzas

^

CHILLED

Last Chance!

Sealtest
Orange Juice
Gallon

$AOO

S99 /
ORANGE JUICE
I

May Graduates

I lid

J2T
300 SHEETS PER ROLL 1-FLY.

Order your cap, gown,
and graduation announcements.
Check or cosh required
Feb. 2 10am-3pm

Cottoned*
Bath Tissue
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FROZEN

Banquet
Meat Pot Pies
Kroger
Tomato Soup

T10.6-01

Highlands - WCC

Feb. 5

10am-3pm

Valley - WCC

NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE,
CAFFEINE FREE DIET PEPSI.
CAFFEINE FREE PEPSI.

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cola

99
2 Liter

Herff Jones Co.

12-BAK 12-OZ. CANS .

»3.19

113 SIZE

California
Navel Oranges
Each

10
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SPORTS
Dukes still atop CAA with win over GMU
By Eric Vazzana
staff writer

If nail-biters and last-second shots make a team
tournament-ready and age coaches, then the JMU
men's basketball team should be primed for
post-season play right now. And head coach Lefty
Driesell should be just about set to receive his social
security checks.
The Dukes had to hold on for dear life Saturday
night after blowing an 11 point lead with just 5:19
to play to escape with a 70-69 victory over George
Mason. Just last Wednesday, the Dukes had to rely
on a dramatic buzzer-beater from Steve Hood to steal
a victory from American University.
Despite the potential for a heart condition due to
his team's tendency to take games down to the wire
that don't have to be, Driesell was pleased with his
ballclub's ability to come away with its sixth
consecutive win in front of the sold-out Patriot
Center.
"I'm getting too old for this kind of stuff and my
heart's gonna give out before the season's over,"

Driesell said. "I think that's the mark of a good
team, when you can win close ones.
"I think it helps you every close one you can win
like this," Driesell added. "It makes you a little
better baliclub 'cause when you get in close [games]
again you can profit from your mistakes and you
know how to win."
The loss knocks the Patriots out of a first-place tie
in the Colonial Athletic Association with JMU and
Richmond and pushes JMU closer to a showdown
for the conference lead with the Spiders. The Dukes,
who improve to 13-7 overall and 6-1 in the CAA,
face William and Mary Wednesday before hosting
the Spiders Friday at the sold-out Convocation
Center in a nationally televised game on ESPN.
GMU, last year's CAA tournament champion,
slips to 13-8 overall and 5-2 in the CAA.
Saturday's performance was one of the Dukes' best
efforts of the season, but will undoubtedly be
remembered for the Patriots late-game surge that fell
short. The Dukes never trailed and the final score
was as close as GMU got all night.

JMU exploded out of the gate to open the
ballgame with 13 unanswered points, forcing the
Patriots to play catch-up all evening. The two teams
played cat-and-mouse the rest of the way. Every time
JMU was on the verge of blowing the game open,
the Patriots would come roaring back behind the
three-point shooting of Mike Hargett and inside play
of Robert Dykes. Hargett had 22 points and Dykes
had 19.
The chase culminated when GMU cut the JMU
lead to one with just over a minute left, but the
Dukes' Billy Coles drained a pair of crucial free
throws with :51 left to push the margin back to
three. JMU then survived a barrage of errant
three-point shots and its own failure to convert the
front ends of two one-and-one opportunities.
GMU's Hargett had a chance to tie the game, but
opted for a two-point shot with nine seconds
remaining, forcing the Patriots to rely on a
full-court desperation shot to win the game.
The JMU offensive show belonged to Steve Hood
See WIN page 24>-

Gymnasts third in Shenandoah Valley Invitational
took second with a score of 8.75,
and the Tribe's Mike Logsdon took
third, scoring 8.65.
Pitt swept the parallel bars event.
Pollaci placed first, Bausmith was
second and Macbeth took third.

By Laura Hutchison
assistant editorial editor

The JMU men's gymnastics team
placed third in the Shenandoah
Valley Invitational, held at JMU this
weekend. The William and Mary
Tribe and the University of
Pittsburgh Panthers Finished first and
second, respectively. Radford
finished fourth.
In the all-around competition, held
during the preliminaries Saturday
afternoon, JMU freshman Tim
Bedford placed fourth with a score of
48.65; Pittsburgh's Dave Bausmith
took third with a score of 50.90; Pat
Pollaci, also from Pittsburgh,
finished second with a score of
51.40; and the first place title went
to William and Mary's Dan Krovich,
who scored 51.75.
The top eight finishers in each
event in the preliminaries competed
in the finals Saturday evening.
Competing twice in one day took a
lot out of the athletes, JMU coach
Scott Gauthier said.
"It was hard on the people in the
finals. All of the teams looked a
litde tired. But that will improve
during the season — the real winners
are going to be able to put their
routines together more than once a
day," he said.
The floor exercise was the first
event in the finals. William and
Mary's Marc Lim and Pitt's Mike
Fischer tied for first place, each
scoring 8.95. Pat Fahringer, also

The final event of the evening was
the horizontal bar. Gauthier said,
"Everyone was really showing how
tired they are in the bar routines."
Several gymnasts fell, lost then
grip or missed the bar on release
moves. Peter Walker finished third
and his William and Mary teammate
Lim finished second. Pius Macbeth,
in his fourth top-three finish, took
first.

Staff photo by FRED NORTH
JMU's Gerard Naber competes on the rings In the Shenandoah
Valley Invitational men's gymnastics meet Saturday.
from William and Mary, scored 8.85
to earn second place. Krovich, a
national qualifier in the floor
exercise last year, was leading the
floor exercise coming out of the
preliminaries, but injured his hand in
a high bar routine and was unable to
compete in the finals.
Pitt gymnasts earned two trophies
in the pommel horse event. Pollaci
took third place with a score of 7.3
and Kyle Macbeth's placed second
with an 8.25. William and Mary's
David Williams captured the title
with a score of 9.05.
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JMU's Bedford took third place on
the rings and Pin's Pollaci and
Bausmith captured first and second,
respectively.
Coach Gauthier is pleased with
Bedford's performance thus far. "He's
a great freshman. He has had the
high score for us in both meets so
far. He's really pushing Dave
Cvercko, who has been our best
all-around for the past two years," he
said.
Macbeth captured the vault title,
scoring 8.8. Pitt's Chris O'Loughlin

Overall, Gauthier was pleased.
"We have improved so much since
the first meet. We went from a team
score of 207 to 227. That's a big
jump. I still see a lot of room for
improvement. We need to clean up
and really hit our routines. This isn't
the time to be working on tricks.
We have all the skills we need, we
just need to polish what we have,"
he said.
Gauthier is looking to have all the
events in top form for tournament
season in March.
The Dukes go up against William
and Mary in a dual meet next week;
but according to Gauthier, Cornell is
the team to beat this year. "We are
in the same league as Cornell. They
are the next step toward winning
against more teams," he said.
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A Blast from the past...
Women's basketball alumni
return for old time's sake

By Greg Abel
staff writer

Instead of fine-tuning her game
plan a few hours before tip-off
Saturday night, JMU women's
basketball head coach Shelia
Moorman sat quietly on the top row
of the fold-out seats of the
Convocation Center. On the court,
21 of JMU's former women's
basketball players, most of whom
played under Moorman, returned to
Harrisonburg for JMU's first
women's alumni basketball game.
The purple team, led by Diane
Budd with a game high 16 points,
won the game 49-45.
"They might not be in the best
condition," Moorman said with a

V

I

smile after the game, "but they can
still do some good things."
A crowd of 1,200 was on hand to
watch their old favorites try to
recreate some of the magic that
helped establish JMU as a women's
basketball power.
The game played a bit like a
'Who's Who Among JMU Record
Holders.' Nine of the 21 players who
returned were 1,000 point scorers at
JMU.
Participants included all-time
leading scorer Alisa Harris C88); two
time Colonial Athletic Association
Player of the Year Sydney Beasley
('88); career rebounding leader Julie
Pranken C87); career assists leader

See PAST page 23 >
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Dukes beat GMU 62-44,
reminiscent of teams past

By Maurice Jones
staff writer

It was Alumni Night at the
Convocation Center Saturday night,
and this year's version of the JMU
women's basketball team beat the
visiting George Mason Lady
Patriots, 62-44, in a manner that
resembled the dominating style of
many of their predecessors.
The Dukes defense swarmed all
over GMU, forcing 22 turnovers and
holding the Lady Patriots to their
lowest point output of the season,
23 points below their 67.4 average.
"I always like to point to our
defense," JMU head coach Shelia
Moorman said. "We, in many
instances, made them make the extra
pass or force them into a
thirty-second violation. We played
with great intensity and I'm real
happy."
The team held two of the Colonial
Athletic Association's top scorers,
Antoinette Battle and Jerolyn
Weathersby, in check for most of the
game. Each had just four points at
halftime. Most of Battle and
Weathersby's points came once the
game was out of reach.

"We definitely had to control
Battle and Weathersby and for the
most part we did that," Moorman
said. "We really made them work for
everything that they got"
Moorman received steady play
from her starting five. The group
scored all but two of the Dukes'
points. Vicki Harris led the team
with 20 points and Paula Schuler
added 16. Nickie Hardison, who had
an off night shooting against
American last week, scored nine
points and pulled down six rebounds.
"I was excited for Nickie because
she was down about Wednesday
where she did some good things but
didn't shoot the ball well. She was
fired up to make up for that,"
Moorman said.
One aspect of the Dukes' play that
hasn't excited the coach is the play
of the bench. With only two points
in Saturday's game, the reserves
proved to be a disappointing
component of Moorman's game
plan.
"I'm not satisfied with our bench
play, and I'd like for it to improve
and for us to get more from it,"
Moorman said.

Roney sets record
in 55-meter hurdles

His time qualified him for the
IC4As.

Jerry Roney set a new JMU school
record in the 55-meter hurdles
Saturday, as the JMU men's track
and field team competed in the Bud
Light Invitational at East Tennessee
University in Johnson City, Tenn.
His time of 7.29 placed him second
in the event.
The 2-mile relay team of Jeff
Fritz, Pete Weilenmann, Chris Bir
and Desi Wynter also set a school
record, placing seventh with a lime
of 7:41. 56. The time qualified
them for the IC4A championship
meet.
Marcell Davis also qualified for
the IC4A meet, jumping 23-6 1/2
in the long jump. Wynter was 11th
in the 400-meter dash, in 48.64.

Wrestlers 5-2, beat
Va. Tech, Campbell
The JMU men's wrestling team
beat Virginia Tech 27-8 at home
Wednesday, then traveled to Boone,
N.C. Friday, where it defeated
Campbell University 27-8.
Appalachian upped its record to
10-2 this season, winning 22-18
Friday in Boone, handing JMU just
its second loss of the season.
JMU's 118-pounder Keith Taylor
won all three of his matches, as did
Kevin Gast at 134 and Mike Smith
at 177. Chris Janish won matches
against Va. Tech and Appalachian
State in the 142-pound weight
class.

m®irh
Staff photo by CHRIS HAWS

JMU's Dara Halpln watches the gymnastics meet Friday as the
Dukes compete against Radford and Illinois State. Illinois State won
the trt-meet with 173.90 points, while the Dukes scored 170.80. for
second. Radford was third with 169.20 points. Becky Bowery of
Radford was the all-around champion, scoring 35.70 points.
-

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Wednesday — JMU at William
and Mary [Wiliamsburg], 7:30 p.m.

WRESTLING
Wednesday — Howard at JMU,
[Godwin Hall], 7:30 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wednesday — William and Mary
atJM0.7p.m.
-----

WOMEN'S FENCING
Wednesday — UVa at JMU
[Godwin Hal), 7:30 p.m
•
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Irvin: Academics, not NBA,
lights way through dark times

Swimmers, 9-2, end
dual-meet season

By Dave Washburn

staff writer

By Colleen Horn

staff writer

The crowd has long since filed out and only the
faint sounds of a few reporters scurrying about
breaks the silence of the Convocation Center after a
game. Having showered and changed, several
members of the JMU men's basketball team make
their way out of the locker room, stopping every
now and then to answer a last-minute question.
Among the last to depart is point guard Fess Irvin,
who was one of the heroes on the court this night
As the final camera is turned off and Irvin begins to
walk away, the main lights go dim, creating an
environment he's all too familiar with — the
darkness that often goes unnoticed in the the public
spotlight.
For Irvin, basketball has been both a dream and a
nightmare. Growing up in Gonzales, La., a
basketball hotbed, Irvin learned early the pressures
associated with big-time college basketball. He
received his first recruiting letters and scouting
visits when he was in the ninth grade. And as this
6-foot-1, three-time Parade All-America selection
and McDonald's All-America choice got even better
over the next three years, the recruiters continued
their attack as well, each one trying to convince
him that his university was "the right one for you,
Fess."
"It was very difficult just trying to concentrate, to
keep my head and to keep my priorities in high
school," Irvin says. "It is just so hard; you just
can't really understand it. You have all these
coaches who are out there trying to get the best
players and their main objective is to win. So they
will tell you anything, say anything to you to get
you to go to their university.
"So when you find 20 or more people, and in my
case it was much more than 20, saying the same
thing to you, it becomes very difficult," Irvin says.
"I remember Temple got Bill Cosby to call me. We
talked a while and he tried to convince me to go
there. It was just the typical thing."
But what the recruiters quickly realized is that
Irvin was far from "typical." An honors student at
East Ascension High School, Irvin looked past the
recruiting promises and instead made his decision
on the basis of academics.
"I was getting a lot of attention at the time, but
I always felt that athletes weren't doing what they
should academically," Irvin says. "I wanted to be
different from the rest. I didn't say that, but I
always thought about academics during recruiting.
"So when it was lime for me to make my
decision between [Louisiana State, Maryland,
Georgia Tech, Providence and North Carolina
State], I looked at academics. That was my main
thing. I really wanted to be respected more as a
person than just another athlete. So when I said
that I was looking at the academics of a school,
coaches knew that that was what I was looking at,
because they knew what I stood for. So when I
chose Louisiana State, I felt that I'd play for four
years at LSU and if I didn't get drafted for a pro
team or a European team, I could still get my
degree there and hopefully do some things in
Louisiana."
But while Irvin felt he had triumphed in the
recruiting games, he failed to realize that the darker
side of college basketball was much more than the

With the Colonial Championships only two
weeks away, the JMU men's and women's
swimming and diving teams are beginning to fine
tune a practically flawless performance.
The period right before CAAs is a time when the
teams begins to taper off on yardage and work on
polishing their strokes and turns.
"Our goal this year is to win the conference meet
and we're going for it," JMU women's head coach
Judy Wolfe said.
Both JMU's men's amd women's swimming
coaches are optimistic about the CAAs, predicting
their teams to finish no worse than second, neck and
neck with American University.
"We have two key performers out of the water
right now, but we're hoping they'll be back for
CAAs," said Wolfe. She does not think that this
setback will affect the team's success at CAAs.
Both teams have had the best start this season they
have had in years. The men's team finished the
dual-meet season with a 9-2 record and the women's
team with a record of 6-1. The last meets for both
teams were Saturday. The men's team lost 131-104
to Shippensburg and the women's team won
183-117 against William and Mary.
Both coaches attribute their success this season to
good recruiting and a dedicated upper class. Both
teams are young, with a large contingency of
freshmen and sophomores.
"We never worked a swim team in the past as hard
as we worked this group," Arnold said. "We're doing
a lot more yardage."
Staff photo by FRED NORTH

Fess Irvin shoots over American defender.
shadow created by recruiters. Despite performing
well on the court as a freshman for one of the
nation's top teams, Irvin quickly discovered that
there was much more to college basketball than
what is seen in the living rooms on Saturday
afternoons.
"It was an unusual experience," Irvin says.
"When I came in, I averaged near 18 points in my
first nine games. I was playing well and doing all
right, I thought But we had some guys who were
seniors, we had guys who just didn't care about
school or anything. Their main objective was just
the NBA. And in comes this freshmen who's
getting all this attention. That caused a lot of
problems.
"So when they started to gripe and say, 'Hey,
give me the ball,' I gave it to them. I more or less
put them before I put myself. I didn't start thinking
about myself or going out there and scoring. So I
found myself trying to please others and I ended up
getting in a situation where I wasn't pleased."
The problems didn't end there for Irvin. The team
began to sputter during the next two seasons and as
one of the Tigers' stars and leaders, Irvin had to
shouder the brunt of the criticism, both verbal and
otherwise.
*—
"I'm telling you, it's dirty" Irvin says. "I've been
through it and it's real, real tough. I always had
people coming up to me and asking me what was
wrong with me and why I wasn't doing this or why
I was playing so bad or whatever. It really hurt me
See IRVIN page 24>

The men's team's strongest area is diving, led by
top divers Justin Sheehy and Guy Sandin. Both
divers were the only JMU team members to win
Saturday. Sheehy won the one-meter diving event
with 263.10 points, while Sandin won the
three-meter competition with 271.S points. In other
events Arnold said the team is doing exceptionallly
well, but doesn't have the strength it needs in
butterfly.

Past
>- (Continued from page 22)

Floretta Jackson ('87). and JMU Sports Hall of
Fame inductee Katherine Johnson (77).
Joining them were other 1,000 point scorers Sue
Manelski C85), Missy Dudley C89), Betsy Witman
('87), Carolin Dehn-Duhr ("89), and career steals
leader Donna Budd ("89).
The teams split into a gold squad and a purple
squad with "Legends of the Game" printed across
their T-shirts, and played with an intensity that
reminded fans of JMU's three appearances in the
NCAA regional semifinals over the years. "Donna
Budd to Dudley for the lay-in . . . Beasley with an
offensive rebound and score ... Manelski hits the
outside shot"
For Beasley, who has been playing professionally
in Japan and Spam the last two years, the return was
bittersweet Her Spanish team went bankrupt in late
December and she has been home since the holidays.
Although she'd rather be playing for money, she said
returning to play at JMU was special for her.
"It was great to be back home in front of the
crowd," Beasly said. "Just to see some of the girls
again was fun. It brought back old tunes."

I
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Irvin
V (Continued from page 23)
... because I believe in what the Bible says about
every word that comes from your mouth should be
one of encouragement.
"Everybody looks at the big schools and thinks
about the glamour of being on national TV so
much. Really, that's good, but I think that's
destroying the majority of the athletes today. All
the hype and media attention goes to your head, and
it's attention dealing with basketball, it's not
attention dealing with academics. This is good if
you want to go and look at yourself in the paper.
You're doing well, you're big time, but what
finally happens when your four years are over is
that you end up with nothing. And that's what I
saw at LSU.
"Guys were taking classes just to be taking
classes. They didn't even think of any other interest
because that was their interest right now. Most
guys thought that basketball would never end. That
really bothered me because, although I love the
game, I love playing baketball, it's not going to
take control of me. I wanted to be the best I could
be in everything, not just basketball."
In spring 1988, Irvin made a decision he termed
"the toughest one I ever made" when he decided to
transfer from LSU. After receiving offers from a

Win
4

> (Continued from page 21)
and Fess Irvin. Hood surpassed the 1,000 career
point total at the 15:23 mark when he buried a
three-pointer from the left side. The junior from
New Carrollton, Md., grabbed a team-high seven

you've just got to ask yourself how bad you want
it," Irvin says. "You have to make a sacrifice, you
can't rely on sleep all the time. You do get tired and
sometimes you might even go into a game tired
because you stayed up studying. I mean there have
been times when I've been out there playing and I
was thinking about my school work. But academics
are the most important thing to me and that's what
you have to do if you're going to make it.

number of schools, Irvin decided to leave his home
state and join his long-time friend Steve Hood at
JMU. Although Irvin is the first to admit that one
of the reasons he came here was because of head
coach Lefty Driescll and the promising future that
seemed to lie ahead, he says it was the JMU faculty
that finally convinced him to come to
Harrisonburg.
"I got a lot of calls and letters from people when
I decided to transfer. Coach Driescll was one of
them. He invited me down for a visit and showed
me around. I really liked the people and coaches and
everybody, but the people that have to be credited
here are the professors. They are so willing to
spend time with you and help you. I don't care who
you are, you can be an athlete or whoever, as long
as you're a student they are going to by to help
you. For me personally, the person who has had
the most influence is Dr. Gabbin in the accounting
department. I met with him during my visit and
he's really one of the reasons I came to JMU."
Despite the hardships Irvin has endured on the
court, his classroom performance has remained a
symbol of excellence. A Dean's List student with a
GPA over 3.2 in marketing and management, Irvin
admits that often his academics comes in direct
conflict with his basketball and social life.
"It's not easy to study with all the travel, but

"You know people always ask me if I want to
play in the NBA. Well, I do, but not if it means I
won't get my degree. I know everybody always says
that it is their goal to have all their athletes
graduate, but speaking from experience, I know
that's -not true. I've played with a lot of guys who
were good, good, players, but for whatever reason
they never made it. And sometimes I wonder what
they are doing now. Basketball was all they had, all
they cared about. But now all the people that
recruited them and promised them things are gone.
All the cheers they used to get are gone. All the
attention that they used to get in the paper is gone.
It's like they just vanish. And I don't want that to
happen with me."
And it is with that attitude that Irvin leaves the
darkened basketball court and walks into the light
of the hallway. Just like the spotlight of college
athletics that, he has learned, can be blinding.

boards and poured in 22 to match his league-leading
average. Hood said he had extra incentive after
reading an article in the Saturday's edition of The
Washington Post about Patriot star and area rival,
Steve Smith.

"I'm not the type of player that really talks too
much, but [Smith] said a few things in the paper and
those things get to me sometimes," Hood said. "I
just like to show players that Steve Hood can play
basketball and that he's for real."
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BUSINESS
Commuters manage monthly expenses
Bills for cable, phone
and other services
vary with locations

Harrisonburg stores
provide variety of
furnishing options

By Cate Bohannon

By Cate Bohannon
staff writer

staff writer

As some JMU students finalize plans
to move off campus next semester,
they may be weighing the pros and
cons of houses and apartments,
furnished and unfurnished apartments,
gas versus oil heating and other
difficult decisions.
Moving off campus is a whole new
territory for many students. Paying
bills becomes a hurdle everyone has to
jump.
"Compromising on where you set
the heat" generates discussions between
Jill Rockne and her roommates, who
live in Madison Manor condominiums.
"I sneak down sometimes to turn the
heat down but I get yelled at," Rockne
said. But when the bills arrive, it's
time to divvy up.
Electricity bills fluctuate with the
season. Students interviewed by The
Breeze said they pay an average of $60
to heat their apartments when the
weather is cold.
Hunter's Ridge Condominiums
resident Susie Bird pays about $14 to
$18 a month, her share of a $60
electric bill.
Suzanne Smith, property manager at
Berkeley Realty, said oil is the most
expensive way to heat a house.
Students work with the oil company to
arrange for oil delivery.
Some apartments and many houses
are heated by gas. Ashby Crossing
resident Kristin Weaver said her winter
gas bill is about $30 to $40 each
month, split between four apartment
mates.

Staff graphic by ELLEN STERN

Rockne said working out who pays
for what "sometimes . . . gets
complicated," but "we usually work it
out."
The Utility Deposit Assistance
Program, available to full-time JMU
students, allows students to waive
deposits required by some Harrisonburg
utility companies for a $10
non-refundable membership fee.
The Office of Commuter Student
Services, in the basement of the
Warren Campus Center, has
information on the program and can
answer other questions for commuters.
Cable costs vary, depending on how
many premium channels students
want.
For Weaver, who lives at Ashby
Crossing, cable runs about $29.95 for
basic service and HBO.
Leslie Smith, who also lives at
Ashby Crossing, pays about $26.90
for cable each month, including basic
and HBO. HBO costs $1155.

Student eclipses $1 million
in AT&T investment contest
Western Europe's improved trade prospects with
the Eastern bloc have helped Michael Allen become
the first millionaire in the AT&T Collegiate
Investment Challenge.
Allen, a 25-year-old finance major at Eastern
Washington University, has parlayed his mythical
$500,000 investment stake into more than $1.1
million in just over two months.
"I'm calling up (Fidelity Magellan Fund manager)
Peter Lynch to see if he'll have lunch with me,"
laughs Allen.
Central to his strategy: picking single-country,

Both students had to pay a one-time
charge of $4.95 for a hookup box with
remote control to receive HBO.
Students are responsible for
arranging for cable hookup.
Contel of Virginia charges between
$15 and $30 to hook up telephone
service, depending on where students
live, and students can choose between
MCI. U.S. Sprint, and AT&T for
long distance service. Each month,
customers pay $23.47 for touchtone
telephone service, including two
optional functions like call waiting or
forwarding.
Many places, like Hunter's Ridge
Condominiums, Madison Manor, Olde
Mill Village and others, include water
in the monthly rent, but if it's not
included, water bills can average
between $12 and $35.
Water bills also fluctuate depending
on the number of people sharing the
apartment or house and on whether or
not there is a washing machine or
dishwasher.

closed-end mutual funds that trade like stocks.
Allen's biggest gainer is Germany Fund, hottest
of the single country funds, up $227,000. "I started
buying heavily before the Berlin Wall came down,
just anticipating that there would be some good
business opportunities coming from it," said Allen,
who also bought stakes in Austria Fund and other
European national funds.
"When the profits started rolling in, I just kept
buying more," he said.
Germany Fund's recent gains helped Allen's
portfolio rise more than $155,000 in die past week
alone.
Allen also holds shares of individual stocks,
including ORYX Energy and Flow Mole, a utility
and cable installer. His sole loser: Costco, a

For students seeking new or used
furniture to decorate the empty rooms
of their off-campus apartments or
houses, several shops in Harrisonburg
offer pieces at college student prices.
Leonard's Bedding, on North Main
Street, is stocked to meet the needs of
each semester. In August, Leonard's
offers desks, bedframes, bookcases and
bureaus ranging in price from $30 to
$70. A twin-size set of foam
mattresses costs $99, while a better
mattress costs from $140 to $150. Bed
frames cost about $18.95 and are
adjustable for twin or full mattresses.
Full mattresses run about $59.
Living room furniture is available
for about $449, or dining room sets are
offered for $199.
Leonard's provides all price ranges
and all qualities of furniture. Delivery
is free, but there is a 7 percent discount
for customers who pick up their
purchases.
The Swap Shop, a used furniture
store on West Market Street, offers
sofas for about $30 and desks for about
$39.
The Antique Mart on South High
Street has bed frames for $5 and up,
breakfast tables for $20 and up and
desks for $30 and up. Used living
room furniture is available for about
$65 and up.
Valley Discount Furniture, on
Chesapeake Drive, offers new furniture
at discount prices. Desks cost about
$139 and up, bed frames go for $20
and living room sets with a sofa and
chair run $449 and up.

membership club retailer.
The Seattle native has been dabbling in stocks
since he turned 14, using a $14,000 fund his parents
established to help pay for his college education.
Last year, that real portfolio gained 28 percent,
versus a 27.25 percent gain by the Standard and
Poor's 500 Index.
"I'm a little tamer in my own portfolio," said
Allen, who hopes to become a financial analyst and
eventually manage a mutual fund.
Allen is now debating whether to cash in some of
his contest winnings and play it safe while
maintaining a fat lead over Harold Uhlig, a West
German who says there are better short-term
opportunities in U.S. stocks.
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Appls
College Information Network
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CLASSIFIEDS
3 large BR duplex - Large yard (we mow). Lots of
extras. Almost new. V»t</ energy etlicient. Port Road, 1
mile pact Howard Johnsons Restaurant. Available May.
Leaso/Deposit $460.434-2100.

Temporary Help Wanted Feb. 8-11. Position involves
flreetirigcuslorr^ld«tilxiingsalesfkersaltheValey
Mai. Short shits snd good pay. For mom Wo, contact
Stacy, Marketing secretary, 433-1797.

Roommate needed! - $16S/mo. plus utilities. DtAchmi
a Call 433-7451.
f.

Loot - Blue Britches backpack wth purple notebook with
al notes from classes, business calculator Vary
important. No quest ions asked. Please cal x5563.

New DupkH - 4 large BR. 2 baths. W/D. equipped
kitchen. Close to campus. S760/rno. 434-7956 alter 4
pmj

Lost Par of brown-nmmed eyegbsses a! KI party on
Friday the MA. Hotel I found, please cal Chris, x7436.

The Commons - New student housing near campus,
B69 Port Repubtc Road. 4 BR lumrshed or unfurnished.
W/D. Call 432-0600.
Across From Hoepasl - 2 duplexes. 8 BRs, of!-street
parking, laundry, all utilities paid by tenants 12-month
lease begins in June. $175/moVeach person. 433-1044
The Country Place - Lodging 4 camping on the
Shenandoah River, wants you A your friends to enjoy
special weekends. 40 mi. north. 2 BR chalet,
$185/weekend. 5 BR chalet, $29S/weekend Fireplaces,
waterbed,
year-round
comlori.
Call
for
reservations/brochure. (703)743-4007.

Lost - Address book, ID inside. Reward! Please cal
433-2373.
Lost - Mans silver class ring. Ruby slone. King William
High.x4211.

TerriHc Typist - Fast, accurate, reasonable, near JMU
Cal Angie. 4344332.

Horlron Sum Tan is your professional tanning canter.
Both UVAiUVB rays. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 1106
Reservoir SL
Valley Auto Glass - For insurance-approved, mobile
service, call 432-0949.
___

289 4 293 CampbeH St. - Available on June 1,1990.
Yearly lease. 1 month deposit, relerence. Call 433-6047.

Battery Supply - Brand-name quality at wholesale
prices. Cal 434-5155.

Rooms For Rent - University Place, year lease,
avaJable Sept. 1990. Pries range. $185 J225. Cal
434-2902 or 433-5374 after 5 pm

Win A Hawaiian Vacation - Or big screen TV. Plus
raise up to $1,400 in just 10 days! Otxectrve: lundraiser.
Commiment: minimal. Money: Raits $1,400. Cost: zero
investment. Campus organizations, dubs, lists,
sororities call OCMC: (800)932-0528, (800)950-6472.
sxtlO.

Room tor Rent - Spring anoVbr summer house on 24
South Avenue. $150. Call Jenn, 433-2373.

End of Season Ski Sale - PRE 200 cm SPs 747E*,
$135. Atomic 200 or 210 cm. GS 747E's, $196. Kastle
Rxl2 206's Marker M46's, $185. Kisua Rx Raong 205s
390ROS. $120. Rossignol 203s 4s 747E's. $110. CoJ
Paul st 289-9586.
Spinet-Console Piano Bargain -Wanted: responsible
party to take over tow monthly payments on
spmet-consote piano. Can be seen locally. Cal Mr.
WtMa at (800)327-3345, ext. 101.
Just Bought 12/68 - Rossi Quantum SMs 207%.
Bindings Sotomun 747V NorrJc boots 727 size 30.5.
Cod poles 53' I many extras. Paid $1,050. Sacrifice,
$800. Phone 432-9253, Monday -Friday. 7 -9pm.
Honda Prelude SI 1986 - 52,000 miles. Loaded,
excellent condition. $6,500.433-3950.
Bar - 1 used large unfinished bar $15. The wood is
worth mom than that. Cal Charles at 433 6225 or leave
message on machine.
Refrigerator lor sale - Dorm size. $35. Fmo delivery.
Cal 433-5193.
^
High quality button machine - 600 parts Reg. $375.
Selling for $225. Cal Rob 433-1321.

Tutors Needed - In al JMU subject areas. Stop by
Counooang I Student Development Center, Alumnae
Hal, Room 200 for an apphcafion
Wantodl Students to pin the 1990 Student Travel
Services' sates learn. Earn cash a/or tree Spring Break
travel marketing Spring Brook packages to Jamsica,
Caneun, Acaputeo I Daytona Beach For more info, cal
(800)648-4649.
Easy Work! - Excetont ptyl Assemble products at
home. Cal for Ho. (504)641-6003 X41 1.
Summer Job Opportunity - Counselors needed for
girls st private, residential camp in Shenandoah Valley.
Rktng, swimming, tennis I mom! Great experience! For
more info, call x4564.

Very Happy 21st Birthday - Paula Schutorl Love,
Laura* Judy.

Together - Tonight at 8 pm in MWer 101. Be there!

Stephen - Good luck at the Comtxne! I'm your biggest
Ian! Wiggles

Adoption - We know your future is knportanl & that you
wont the best for your baby. Perhaps we csn help each
other. Wo am unable to have children 4 would love to
adopt an Marl We can provide a warm t loving home.
Cal comet (703)690-7345.
Radteida Hottest Band - Yams from Outerspace will
bo roefcin the Mystic Don on Fri., Fob. 2 No Joke.
Cetebrato row Seniority AT JMs! Senior Sponsor
rtr^ Wednesday, 31. $2.

The Commons - Open house today 10-2. Student
Commuter Lounge. Refreshments.
Congralulatlone - To the now Sisters of Zeta Tau
Abbs-

Home Typing - Cal 432-1975 after 2 30 pm.

Words, Words, Words - Professional resumes, theses,
stfcLassfprrted.(703)234-9788.
1990 Brides - No shopping. QuaMy products
Everything coordinated1 We come to youl Country Home
Cotodon Bridal Shower. Barbara. 432-6192.
Typing - Accurate work. Frientfy service Convenient to
campus Susan. 433-0687.
Word PrtDllltog Papers - Reports. Quick, accurate.
Cal Judy Shaw, 828-2748.
CMP DM* Shoots - High quafety, tew/tots, I
inexpensive. Chns, 432-9002.

, Caneun 6 Acaputeo - Reserve your place m
the sun. Ray 433-3976.
^^^
Trips - To Caneun, Bahamas, Rio, Jamaica. Bermuda
CalAJkoon, 433-5603

Ehrte Is Coming Book From The Dead?! In
HarrisonburgTI I don't get it. All I know is that is
supposed to happen Wed., Feb. 7 at 5 pm in the
Anthony-Seeger parking tot.
The Few, The Proud, The Club - The Dick Vitals Fan
Club is teerching for new members. Be a (taper dandy
teal Preston at 432-0321.
BeetkwnanU - Coming to JMU: '1964'. Fob. 3. Tickets
on sale at UPB Box Office.
Management Postttono Avalabt* - Excetont hands-on
marketing, sates a leadership experience. Provides
rtemship credit capacities. Summer earnings of $5,000
- $9,000. For mom Mo, cal (800)829-4777.
ATA Beta Lambda Pledge Ctoss - Get ready ro rage!

JMU Ski Club Presents
SNOWSHOE
CoJegiate Winter Carnival Weekend
$129 Feb. 23-25
Dear*ne is tomorrow.
Contact Gary Ryan. x5571.
9:30 pm. 18

Tuesday 6 Thursday. 130
Hi Rd 434-6624

I ike to welcome our new pledges!
Laurson, Leeto, Hoay, hht. Sherry IStaoel
EMe - Wo wont return you to sender. Wo know the
oMWWis. Motnry SoMQtf piriung lot, 5 pm, W«d. Fob.

to Bemg A TXE Lmto Steter? For more
Mo. cU Ksthy at 433-6372. Ruth starts today!

Davtona Beachfront! $159. For into cal 433-3978
Spong Break, Cancunl Looking for 2 guys
or gala. March 3-10. for details cal Kristin. 433-6467.
Fun k The Sun - Spring Break. Bahamas. You get
what you pay tor. Pom, 432-0570 or Steve, 432-0801.
Oayiiao ■licit - Pont miss this daaH $159. That's only
22 dollars s night! Cal Ray now for Mo. 433-3978

The Legendary Max Creek-Wi be at the Mystic Den.
Left Ex* on Thursday.
The Widow Kip's Bed Bit mini - In ML Jackson
Didwoni ItftpmKM, artiquM, cozy cofligof, HMT
iking, 477-2400.
t Fiahlaa sliow AudMono - Thus.. Fob.
1,7 pm, PC Bslrooom. Sign-upsin UPB Office.
Class of 'gi - Do you hive what I takes to belong to

Donate Real Estate A Used Cart - To IRS approved
charity for homebet. Free towing. Charity Foundstion,
Ire, Lsnte Kins. 2122 Port Rapubfc Rd. 434-7767.
Female Sublet - FU 1900 Campus centos. 5 BR
$195 » utilities. Grs« location, 5 minute walk to campus
Contact Tammy. «4760. ASAP.
Female - Wanted to sublease room al Old Mil Irom
March 1 to May 31. Cal Becky, 4334034. Pries
Negotiable.

Female Roommate Heeded - Madison
$14fVmo negotiable. Cal 433-8878.

Manor.

nania - Criming to JMU: '1964' Fob. 3. Tickets
on sate al UPB Box OH ice.

JMU Men's Lacrosse Heeling - Sat., Feb. 3. noon.
WarmnCampaContyVaJhwftoom.
Max Crook • With Left Exit at the Mystic Den on Thus,
Feb.l.NoJotoProduckons
JMU Pro-legal Society Mooting - Today. Monday. 4
pre. Moody 205.
SGA Bookaate Chocks - Am available in the SGA
Office (WCC) Irom 10-2. Monday -Friday.
TKE Lmto Sisters Rush - b now in progress, rV
mom details, cal Kathy at 433-5372.
Duke Dog Tryouto - Tuesday. 30th. For details cal
Mike, 433-2973.
Coming Soon - University Class Organization
Awareness Week' Fun, games, prizes. Class activities!
Look tor it! Feb. 19-24!
I You Wanna Pig Out - Come out to the Organizational
Meeting for the Annual Pig Roast! Wed, Jan. 31. 8 pm
in Jackson 101. Wo need your help!
Amnesty International Molting - Today, 5 pm in
Valley Room, WCC.
Steve Bates - Do well n Indunapolis. II miss youl
Felocia.
Interested In Being A TXE Little Sartor? For more
into, cal Kathy at 433-5372. Rush starts today!
Attention Juniors! Applications tor OAK. the notional
leadership honor society, available in Alumnae 106.
ZTA Lavaeer Loot In stacks before Christmas. Please
cal x7493 i tound.
JMU Pro-legal Society Meeting - Today, Mommy. 4
poTi, Moody 205.
Vaterlo - Great job with Rushl Wo love youl Gamma
Mu.
live The Uto Of Luxury - The Commons. Cal Jeff,
433-607B.
SU Amoricards
Heamw, X5847.

Fmo » tickets, groat dawunts.

SGA Books** Chaste - Am avatobto in thoSGAOrico
(WCC) from 10-2, Monday - Friday.
ri Awesome WHh A Capitol "Al Join the DM Mate
Fan Club I be the envy of the Iree world 4 some
Eastern Bloc countries.
T-shlrto - Doggie style, 5 or 6 years of your Ye, party
party at JMU, dancing boars I things am irnokin at
Msdkton. Can detrver CU 4336198.
Alan Hefner

Too hot to handle, but II tryl

Come Jem With The Varna From Outoropacol Fri,
Nov. 2 at the Mystic Den. No Joke Productions,
Join PI Sigma Epeiton - Feb. 5 at 6 pm in J. Msddies

OAK-» Pick uo your appkcation from Alumnae 108.

Senior Days! Senior Days I Test your wits with the
dass of 1990 at Senior Feud. Tuesday, 8 pm, PC

In Attending Amnestys Uid-Attenttc
Contemncs - On Feb. 23-25 at American University''
Contact CathySuz at x41S9 by 2/5790.

BeWOOTTl.

■ YouWsnnaPlgCtrt-Cc^oUtotheOrganaational
Meeting for Ins Annual Pig Roestl Wod. tea 3,1990,8
pm in Jackson 101.
Duke Dog Tryouto - Tuesday, 30th. For details, cal
Mike 433 2973

Starts August. 611 S.
Mar or cal 434-2685

Kondal - You're the best rod I green sister ever!
Thanks, Sharon.
^

Spring Break Fashion Show Auditions - Thus., Feb.
1,7 pm PC Batroom. Sign upt in UPB Office.

"Phlegm" Wsnzsi - Congrats on Initiation! We love you!
673

For Rent - Need 2 female roommates to share 4 BR
townhouse in College Station. Call for details. Dawn or
Bonnie, 432-0400.

I Females - Preferred for while house on Cantrell Ave.
8 BRs, 2-1/2 baths, 2 kitchens, laundry, off-street
parking. No- pets. June to June lease. $175/mo./student.
433-1044.

Duke Dog Tryouta - Tuesday, 30th. For details cal
Mho. 433-2973

TKELmbStotors Rush a now in progress For more
details, cal Kathy at 433-5372.
JMU Psotegal Sectoty Meeting • Today. Monday. 4
pm. Moody 205.
Stophani C - Awe some party Saturday ntel Thanxl
ATA.

$10 Reward
For anyone who recorded the
American Music Awards
last Monday.
Cal Gary, x7648.
SGA Books** Checks - Am avafcbie in the SGA
Office (WCC) from hW pm, Monday - Friday.
IMiRocordhvAiltotFssiasrt-Wibeappae^ng
at the Mystic Den on Thurs, Fab. 1. No Joke.
The DM VMS Fan Cam - Thanks our team for an
oufeUndmg game vs. American I awards Barry Brown
the PTPw a The Week Award for his best game ever.
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"The (Best Pizza in Town-.♦ . 9-(onest!"
All-You-Can-Eat Buffet
All the pizza you can eat,
Every day
all the pasta you can eat,
11am-2pm
all the salad you can eat,

$3.99

Every night
5:30 - 8:30pm

$4.29
Free
Delivery

$6.00
6

all the Dutch Apple Treat,
Cinnamon Bread and
Garlic Bread you can eat.
250 Refills on Sodas.
Plus 2 wide screen TV's and a VCR
in a party atmosphere.

433-0606
I

$7.00 i $8.00

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Drinks
433-0606

for any medium
regular, three
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Drinks
433-0606

Free Delivery

Free Delivery

i

$9.00

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Drinks
433-0606

for any large
regular, three
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Drinks
433-0606

Free Delivery

Free Delivery

